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PREFACE 

This is the final in the series of 22 reports describing the work done 

in the project entitled "Development and Implementation of the Design, 

Construction, and Rehabilitation of Rigid Pavements." The project has been 

conducted at the Center for Transportation Research, The University of Texas 

at Austin, as part of the Cooperative Highway Research Program sponsored by 

the State Department of Highways and Public Transportation and the Federal 

Highway Administration. 

This final report has been prepared in a Summary format to provide the 

State Highway Department and Public Transportation a guide to tie the wide 

range of research efforts that were conducted as a part of this project. The 

report summarizes the basic findings in a given area, then gives specific 

references to previous project reports so that a reader, so desiring, may 

pursue a specific area in more detail. We have included in the Appendices 

several proposed sections to be included in the Texas State Highway Department 

and Public Transportation design and operation manuals. We attempted to 

develop these in a format so that with a minimal effort the departmental 

personnel can edit and revise to include in the appropriate manuals if they 

so desire. 

The principal investigators extend their special thanks to all members 

of the staff, graduate students, and other faculty members that contributed 

to the activities during the project's duration. Their very valuable input, 

effort, ideas, follow-up, etc. made this project a success and a contribution 

to the Department's operation. We also wish to thank those individuals at 

the State Highway Department and Public Transportation for their assistance; 

especially Gerald Peck for his guidance and interaction which permitted us 

to be responsive to the departmental needs. Also thanks go to many others 

who worked with the project personnel at various time, including Billy 

Bannister (D-9), Richard Rogers (D-S), Bob Mikulin (D-S), and Bob Guinn (D-IS). 

March 19S1 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to explain observations of significantly different performances 

for many of the rigid pavements in Texas, a quantitative evaluation was re

quired to relate distress mechanisms to distress manifestation and to develop 

better predictors of performance. In theory, if all variables influencing 

the performance of a pavement structure could be correctly evaluated in all 

possible combinations of their magnitude, duration, and probability of occur

ence, it would be possible to predict their effects upon the pavement and 

thus produce an ideal design. 

Methods previously used for the design and analysis of rigid pavements 

originated from concepts which were severely limited by the broad assumptions 

on which they were based. The CFTR staff had previously derived underlying 

principles concerning the mechanistic behavior of composite materials. This 

report describes how these principles were used in the development of im

proved concrete pavement and overlay design procedures. Maintenance and re

habilitation studies were performed concurrently using information collected 

from condition survey and surface profile measurements. This information 

was analyzed in depth in the development of distress prediction models and 

suitable criteria for use in rehabilitation decision making. The implemen

tation of several innovative rehabilitation techniques is also described. 

KEY WORDS: Rigid pavements, performance, distress, evaluation, design, 

overlay, maintenance, rehabilitation, condition survey, surface 

profile, prediction models, criteria. 
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SUMMARY 

Preliminary design and analysis techniques for rigid pavements have been 

previously developed on several Center for Transportation Research Projects. 

This report describes how a more exact determination of relevant relation

ships was made during this study. A reliable simulation of field conditions 

was achieved, and appropriate CRCP performance prediction models developed. 

Also, suitable CRCP condition survey data collection, storage analysis, and 

updating procedures were established. Subsequently, reliable rigid pavement 

performance evaluation, design, maintenance, rehabilitation and overlay 

methods were recommended and implemented. Finally, procedures were recommen

ded where these methods could eventually be incorporated into a comprehensive 

rigid pavement evaluation and design system. For any specific locality this 

system can be used to select an optimum rigid pavement design, based on mini

mum overally cost considerations. 
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IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENT 

It is anticipated that the procedures and models established in this 

project will be implemented by the Texas SDHPT within the near future. Spe

cific recommendations concerning the Texas SDHPT Operations and Procedures 

Manual have been summarized in the conclusions of this report. therefore 

are not repeated here. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

Since World War II, many miles of rigid pavements have been constructed 

in the State of Texas, and many of these pavements are now near the end of 

their projected design lives. Some of these pavements are still providing 

a satisfactory performance. while others are not. To explain the difference 

in the performance of these pavements. a quantitative evaluation is required 

to relate the mechanisms of distress to distress manifestation and to develop 

better predictors of performance. In theory. if all variables influencing 

the performance of a pavement structure could be correctly evaluated in all 

possible combinations of their magnitude. duration, and probability of 

occurence, it would be possible to predict their effects upon the pavement 

and thus produce an ideal design. With this as an overall goal for the re

search project. specific objectives were defined as discussed in the follow

ing sections. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

Preliminary design and analysis techniques for rigid pavements had been 

previously developed on several Center for Transportation Research projects. 

Unfortunately, several inputs required for the use of these analysis methods 

were not available. Thus, a need existed for a more exact determination of 

some of these inputs so that a reliable simulation of field conditions could 

be achieved and appropriate CRCP performance predication models developed. 

Once this was done, suitable CRCP condition survey data collection, storage, 

analysis, and updating procedures could be established. This would then al

low reliable rigid pavement performance evaluation, design. maintenance, re-

habilitation, and overlay methods to be recommended and implemented. These 

methods could eventually be incorporated into a comprehensive rigid pavement 

evaluation and design system which for any specific locality could be used to 

select an optimum rigid pavement design, based on minimum overall cost con

siderations. 

1 
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The methods previously used to determine both slab thickness and percent 

reinforcement for the various types of rigid pavements originated from concepts 

which were severely limited by the broad assumptions on which they were based. 

The CTR staff had previously derived underlying principles concerning the 

mechanistic behavior of composite materials. It was thus decided that this 

information could be used as the initial basis for determining suitable inputs 

into an improved concrete pavement design procedure. Then,with this as a 

starting point, the investigation could proceed to realize the objectives as 

summarized below. 

The primary objectives throughout this study were to 

(1) develop and implement rehabilitation design procedures and 
techniques for rigid pavements; 

(2) implement the research results accomplished to optimize 
the design and rehabilitation of rigid pavements, and 

(3) continue the performance study made of concrete pavements in Texas 
in order to establish design criteria and to confirm 
the reliability and significance of available models. 

For the purposes of this report, these objectives have been divided into 

four general areas: 

SCOPE 

(1) development of improved rigid pavement design procedures, 

(2) development of innovative rehabilitation techniques and incorporation 
into suitable maintenance programs, 

(3) development of an improved overlay design method, and 

(4) evaluation of rigid pavement perforamnce by 

(a) profile measurements 

(b) condition survey of CRC pavements in Texas. 

Originally, the scope of this project encompassed a research program 

directed towards the development and implementation of reliable procedures 

for the design, construction, and overlay of rigid pavements. 

In March 1975, the scope of the project was expanded at the request of 

the sponsors to include research which would entail two additional problem 
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areas. These were (1) the development of new,innovative methods of rehabili

tating concrete pavement and (2) the development of methods for measuring 

structural condition of concrete pavements. 

In March 1976, the scope of the project was further broadened to include 

more emphasis on rehabilitation techniques other than overlays. This was a 

consequence of the fact that during the final years of the project a sub

stantial amount of the available highway monies was spent for rehabilitation 

and that this trend was considered likely to continue into the forseeable 

future. During the final year, the study was completed and appropriate re

ports were published. 

Therefore, the scope of this report extends to a summary of all the 

above investigations, which have been classified into four general areas, as 

shown in Fig 1.1. Chapters 2 and 4 describe the improved design and overlay 

techniques, respectively. The results of the maintenance and rehabilitation 

studies are summarized in Chapter 3. In Chapter 5, the condition survey and 

profile measurement studies are discussed. Finally, a summary of the sig

nificant conclusions and recommendations arising out of the whole study is 

presented in Chapter 6. The entire study is best described with reference to 

the 22 different research reports which have been written and submitted 

for publication. Consequently, this report adopts this approach throughout 

Chapters 2-6. A complete list of these reports,in order of publication, has 

been included on pages iv-vi, while a breakdown according to the four areas 

discussed above is presented in Fig 1.1. 
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(1) Design 

Reports: 177-1 

(3) Overlay Design 

Reports: 177-11 
177-12 
177-13 
177-14* 

(2) Maintenance 

Reports: 177-15 
177-18 

(4) Performance Evaluation 

(a) Profile Measurements (b) Condition Survey 

Reports: 177-3 
l77-5 i < 

Reports: 177-6 
177-8* 
177-10 
177-19 
177-20 
177-21 

Final Summary** 

Report: l77-22F 

*These reports were not published in final form 

**Tit1es of all reports may be obtained by referring to the "List 
of Reports" on page iv. 

Fig 1.1. List of Project 177 Reports, according to 
research area. 



CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED DESIGN METHODS FOR RIGID PAVEMENTS 

PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENTS 

In 1972, an NCHRP study was conducted at the University of Texas at 

Austin. It consisted of a review of design and construction variables, 

theoretical studies, field surveys, and laboratory investigations. The 

fundamental philosophy of this review was that, through a combination of 

field observations and laboratory studies, reliable procedures could be 

achieved to develop mathematical models that simulate field performance of 

CRCP. Based on these mathematical models, the CRCP-l computer program was 

developed to calculate the stresses in concrete and steel, the crack width, 

and the crack spacing resulting from concrete volume changes due to tempera

ture and shrinkage (Ref 1). Historically then, it was this particular study 

which formed the starting point for the development of the comprehensive 

rigid pavement design procedure which has evolved under Project 177 and 

which is discussed in more detail in this chapter. 

DESIGN OF JOINTED REINFORCED CONCRETE PAVEMENT 

As the introductory study discussed above was being completed, so was 

the first investigation into rigid pavement design procedures under Project 

177. The results were published in Report No. 177-1 (Ref 2), entitled 

"Drying Shrinkage and Temperature Drop Stresses in Jointed Reinforced 

Concrete Pavement," by Felipe R. Vallejo, B. Frank McCullough, and W. Ronald 

Hudson. This report describes the development of a computerized system 

capable of analysis and design of a concrete pavement slab allowing for 

drying shrinkage and temperature drop. During the course of the project, 

this computer program (JRCP-l) has undergone considerable improvement. The 

latest revision resulted in the version entitled JRCP-2, which has been 

documented in Ref 3. Charts for use in the design of JRCP at a specific 

feasibility level were prepared during the final stages of the project. 

These were based upon the computer program JRCP-2 and are summarized in 

Ref 4. It should be noted that the design procedures do not at this stage 

5 
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consider the effect of external load. It is proposed to modify the computer 

program and associated design charts as part of a separate research program 

now being conducted under CTR Project 249 as a continuation of the project 

being discussed in this report. 

DESIGN OF CONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED CONCRETE PAVEMENT 

Comprehensive Design Procedure. Following the completion of the NCHRP 

study discussed under "Previous Developments," one of the major areas which 

was investigated during the course of Project 177 was the development of a 

comprehensive CRCP design procedure. 

Generally, the engineer is encouraged to design each pavement for the 

soil conditions, traffic, materials, etc. present at the site and to be 

wary of inappropriate boundary values and practices. However, in order to 

cover such a wide variety of input variables, he needs a large-scale 

experiment to anticipate the effects of the individual variations of the 

variables and the variations in groups. Thus, a sensitivity analysis of 

the behavior of CRCP using the CRCP-l model was conducted for the Texas 

SDHPT, as reported in CTR Report No. 177-2 (Ref 5). From the results of 

this study, the relative importance of about 15 input variables was deter

mined in order to investigate the effect of changes in values of these 

variables on the CRCP behavior. The list of the input variables includes 

the steel properties, the concrete properties, the friction-movement 

relationships, and temperature variations. In addition to establishing 

relative importance, the study revealed several inconsistencies of the 

initial model at extreme boundary conditions that resulted in modification 

of the computer program. 

The next step in the development was to include the effect of wheel 

load stresses on crack spacing history. The NCHRP 1-15 Study, "Design of 

Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavements for Highways," found that heavy 

volumes of l8-kip single axle loads resulted in reduced crack spacings 

(Ref 1). The study of the effec.t of wheel load stress on pavement behavior 

and its interacUon with the other input variables is discussed in CTR 

Report 177-9 (Ref 6), which describes the development of the CRCP-2 model. 

This development process is outlined in flowchart form in the upper part 

of Fig 2.1. Notice from Fig 2.1 that the models for external load, which 



NCHRP Project 1-15: 
Development of Computer 

Program CRCP-l, 
predict X, ~X, 0 , 0 

for s c 
loading due to temperature 

change and shrinkage 

Report 177-2: 
Sensitivity study 

of 
CRCP-l 

Report 177-16: 

Project 3-5-63-56: 
development of 

load programs 

Reports 177-5, 6, & 7: 
field studies of CRCP 

show X affected by 
load applications 

Program 
Corrections 

Revised Computer 
Program 

t 
Report 177-9: 

Development of Computer 
Program CRCP-2, 

addition of wheel load 
as variable 

Report 177-17: 
Development of nomographs 

for X, ~X, 0 
s 

Development of limiting 
design criteria 

Design Nomographs I. CRCP-2 Computer 
Program 

I 

Implementation of CRCP 
Design Procedure 

1 Design Criteria 

Fig 2.1. Development of CRCP design procedure - flowchart. 
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were developed in CTR Study 3-5-63-56 (Ref 7), were combined in the program 

CRCP-2. Also the results of the separate field studies showing the effects 

of traffic and other load variables on crack spacing were described in 

Report Nos. 177-5, 6, and 7 (Refs 8, 9, 10) and incorporated into the final 

version of CRCP-2, as described in Report No. 177-9 (Ref 6). During the 

final year of Project 177, some minor improvements were made to CRCP-2 with 

regard to bond development length. These changes and others have been docu

mented in Ref 11. Reports 177-16 and 17 (Refs 12, 13) describe the prep

aration of a series of design charts along with the deviation of appropriate 

limiting criteria for use with the charts. These two reports should be 

used together as a supplementary (to the CRCP-2 computer program) tool for 

the design of CRCP at a specific feasibility level. Finally, these design 

techniques have been implemented in a series of CRCP highway projects. The 

results of these case studies will be documented under CTR Project 249. 

The following pages present some of the significant details of the total 

procedure in terms of two major aspects: reinforcement and thickness. 

Reinforcement Design. Report No. 177-2 (Ref 5) summarizes the 

earliest CRCP study completed under the project. This was a sensitivity 

analysis of CRCP-l for the major variables affecting CRCP behavior. From 

this study, the relative importance of these variables with regard to 

reinforcement and thickness was established. Specifically, Report No. 

177-2, "A Sensitivity Analysis of Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement 

Model CRCP-l for Highways," by Chypin Chiang, B. Frank MCCullough, and W. 

Ronald Hudson, describes the overall importance of this model and the rela

tive importance of the input variables of the model and makes recommendations 

for efficient use of the computer program. It was published in August 1975. 

The next relevant investigation completed is summarized in Report No. 177-4 

(Ref 14). This describes the results of an experiment to investigate the 

effects of subbase or subgrade support loss on slab deflection distress 

manifestations and load transfer. Although the results of this study are 

closely related to slab thickness design, variations in the subgrade and 

subbase support have an indirect effect on the amount of reinforcing steel 

required. As such, the findings from this investigation became important for 

further developmental work which took place towards the end of the project. 



Historically, the next significant development was recorded in Report No. 

177-6 (Ref 9), which reports case studies showing that higher percentages of 

reinforcement gave better performance with regard to failure. Specifically, 

CTR Report No. 177-6, "Sixteenth Year Progress Report on Experimental Con

tinuously Reinforced Concre te Pavement in Walker County," by Thomas P. 

Chesney and B. Frank McCullough, presents a summary of data collection and 

analysis over a 16-year period. During that period, numerous findings re

sulted in changes in specifications and design standards. These data were 

subsequently used for shaping guidelines and for future construction. The 

report was published in April 1976. 

A better understanding of the important variables in reinforcement 

design was obtained following the work described in Report No. 177-7 (Refs 

10, 15); however, the next significant advance was not documented until 

9 

the publication of Report No. 177-9 (Ref 6). This report summarizes the 

procedure for treatment of detailed CRCP reinforcement design as incorporated 

into the computer program CRCP-2. A user's guide and a typical output for 

the program CRCP-2 have been included in this report as Appendix A. This 

program has been functional on the Texas SDHPT computer since May 1979. 

Report No. 177-9, "CRCP-2, An Improved Computer Program for the Analysis of 

Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavements," by James Ma and B. Frank 

McCullough, describes the modification of a computerized system capable of 

analysis of a continuously reinforced concrete pavement based on drying 

shrinkage and temperature drop. This report was published in August 1979. 

During the final two years of the project, minor improvements were made to 

the CRCP-2 program where required. 

Finally, the latest developments in CRCP reinforcement design have been 

documented in Report Nos. 177-16 and 177-17 (Refs 12, 13). Report No. 177-16, 

"Nomographs for the Design of CRCP Steel Reinforcement," by C. S. Noble, 

B. F. McCullough, and J. C. M. Ma, presents the results of an analytical 

study undertaken to develop regression equations and nomographs. These 

are to be used as supplementary (to CRCP-2) tools in the design of steel 

reinforcement in continuously reinforced concrete pavement by the Texas 

State Department of Highways and Public Transportation at the feasibility 

study level. CRCP-2 should be used for detailed design. Report No. 177-16 

was published in August 1979. These nomographs and regression equations 

have been included as Appendix B of this report. An allied study was also 
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finished in August 1979. Report No. 177-17, "Limiting Criteria for the 

Design of CRCP," by J. C. M. Ma, B. F. McCullough, and C. S. Noble, presents 

a set of criteria which limits values of a set of variables to be used in 

the design of CRCP. These criteria are to be used in conjunction with 

Report No. 177-16. 

Finally, the major recommendation to be made with regard to CRCP 

reinforcement design is that both the charts discussed in Report No. 177-16 

and the limiting criteria presented in Report 177-17 should be inserted in 

the Texas SDHPT Highway Design Division Operations and Procedures Manual, 

Part IV, Appendix F (Ref 16), in the appropriate section (F-108). 

Thickness Design. Following the preliminary work done on the develop

ment of CRCP-1 and during the associated sensitivity study, the next 

significant advances with regard to thickness design were made as part of 

the study described in Report No. 177-4, which was published in August 1977. 

This report, IILaboratory Study of the Effect of Non-Uniform Foundation 

Support of CRC Pavements," by Enrique Jiminez, B. Frank McCullough, and W. 

Ronald Hudson, describes the laboratory tests of CRC slab models with voids 

beneath them. Deflection, crack width, load transfer, spa1ling, and 

cracking were considered. Also described is the SLAB 49 computer program 

that models the CRC laboratory slab as a theoretical approach. Physical 

laboratory test results and corresponding theoretical solutions are compared 

and analyzed, and estimates of prediction accuracy are determined. The 

major findings of the above study were essentially that voids beneath rigid 

pavements have an important influence on performance and that a thicker 

pavement is needed in areas where voids probably exist. These would 

typically be over subgrades where swelling clays are present or differential 

settlement has been seen to occur. During the course of this investigation, 

it was also shown that CRCP slab performance can be adequately modelled using 

the SLAB 49 program. 

Contemporary with the above study, work was continuing on a thorough 

investigation of the influence of different variables on performance with 

particular emphasis on thickness. Report No. 177-7, "Continuously Reinforced 

Concrete Pavement: Structural Performance and Design/Construction Variables," 

by Peter J. Strauss, B. Frank McCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, describes 

a detailed analysis of the effect of design, construction, and environmental 
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variables on the structural performance of a CRCP. The performances of pave

ments using different aggregates and different thicknesses were compared. 

This report was published in May 1977. 

Recommendations for the design of slab thickness were then initially 

made for use with the CRCP-2 computer program (Ref 5, 6). It should be 

noted, however, when using the CRCP reinforcement design equations and 

nomographs described previously, that slab thickness is not specifically 

treated in these equations, although a slab thickness must be selected. 

A detailed treatment of the process involved in this selection is given in 

Ref 13. Thus a designer can confidently design CRCP reinforcement and 

thickness by using either Report Nos. 177-16 and 177-17 or the CRCP-2 com

puter program. Finally, it is necessary to point out that the initial work 

showing the influence of voids on CRCP performance has been supplemented by 

a study completed during the last year of the project. Report No. 177-18 

(Ref 17) describes a procedure for void detection. It should be noted that 

the conclusions regarding the relative importance of several different var

iables on CRCP performance were confirmed by the results of the 1978 con

dition survey and subsequent analysis. This may be seen with reference 

to Report Nos. 177-19, 177-20, and 177-21 (Refs 18, 19, 20), all of which 

were published in December 1979. 





CHAPTER 3. MAINTENANCE AND MINOR REHABILITATION OF RIGID PAVEMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Innovations and new developments with regard to the maintenance and 

minor rehabilitation of CRCP have been achieved in three separate studies 

conducted during the course of this project. Appropriate recommendations 

have been made in the relevant reports as discussed below. 

PRECAST REPAIR OF CRCP (Ref 21) 

With regard to innovations in minor repair techniques, Report No. 177-15, 

"Precast Repair of Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement," by Gary E. 

Elkins, B. Frank McCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, describes an investigation 

into the applicability of using precast slabs to repair CRCP. It also 

presents alternate repair strategies and makes new recommendations on 

installation and field testing procedures. It was published in May 1979. 

Field implementation of these techniques is currently being carried out on 

several Texas SDHPT projects throughout the state. 

VOID DETECTION ~~D REPAIR 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the effect of the presence of voids on 

pavement performance was shown to be significant during the early years of 

the project. Therefore, a study was completed in the final year of the pro

ject to develop procedures for the detection of voids and for their 

subsequent correction. Report No. 177-18, "Detection of Voids Underneath 

Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavements," by John Birkhoff and B. Frank 

McCullough, presents the results of an investigation in which three methods 

for detecting voids underneath CRC pavement (deflection, pumping, and 

vibration) are evaluated with respect to reliability of successful void 

detection. This report was published in August 1979. 

MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS 

The problem of decision making with regard to frequency, level, and 

utility of maintenance effort has be£n treated more completely in two other 

13 
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areas of this project. Clearly, maintenance recommendations must be related 

to the condition of the pavement at the time of decision as well as to the 

availability of funds and the value of the benefits of the maintenance. Chap

ter 5 of Report 177-21 (Ref 20) discusses the relationships between these 

variables and in Chapter 6, appropriate recommendations are made as to when 

to apply which level of maintenance. Finally, the decision process for 

choosing when to apply major maintenance in the form of overlaying a pavement 

has also been discussed in Chapter 7 of Report 177-21. Chapter 4 of this 

report treats the overlay design process itself in detail. 



CHAPTER 4. RIGID PAVEMENT OVERLAY DESIGN 

SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES IN OVERLAY DESIGN 

The need for a uniform procedure for the design of pavement overlays 

to meet the growing demand for rehabilitation of U. S. highways has become 

increasingly apparent. To satisfy this need, a structural design procedure 

based on layered theory was developed by Austin Research Engineers, Inc., 

under a Federal Highway Administration contract. The computerized overlay 

design procedure for rigid pavements is called RPODI. There are as many as 

17 input variables, which include the moduli of elasticity, the thicknesses 

and Poisson's ratios for different layers of existing pavement, bond breaker, 

and overlay. The response of the program is the thickness in inches of the 

overlay which is required for the projected traffic. Following this study, 

it was decided that during the course of Project 177, major emphasis should 

be given to the improvement and subsequent implementation of this overlay 

design procedure at the Texas SDHPT. 

The initial objectives of this particular study were to determine the 

reliability of the model and to establish the relative significance of each 

of the input variables to the computer program RPODI for use by the Texas 

SDHPT. The results of this initial study were presented in Report No. 177-11, 

published in June 1977 (Ref 22). This report, entitled "A Sensitivity 

Analysis of Rigid Pavement-Overlay Design Procedure," by B. C. Nayak, B. Frank 

McCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, gives a sensitivity analysis of input 

variables to the Federal Highway Administration computer-based overlay design 

procedure RPODI. 

CASE STUDIES: EVALUATION OF OVERLAY PERFORMANCE 

The next step taken with regard to the development of an up-to-date 

overlay design procedure was to perform a study of the comparative behavior 

of newly constructed overlaid pavements. 

The performance of a pavement is a measure of how well it serves traffic 

over a period of time. A pavement which had low serviceability during much 

15 
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of its life would not have performed its function of serving traffic as well 

as one which had high serviceability during most of its life, even though 

both ultimately reached the same state of distress simultaneously. The 

performance of a pavement is also a function of riding quality and pavement 

distress. The ride quality and distress manifestations are subjectively 

measured in the field by a condition survey. With the analysis of these 

condition survey data, the present serviceability of the pavement structure 

can be determined, along with the subsequent determination of the relative 

pavement performance when compared with an adjoining pavement of a different 

construction. In this study, the pavement performance of a new CRCP con

struction was determined as being either better or worse than the performance 

of a CRCP overlay constructed over an older JCP. Thus, Report No. 177-12, 

published in April 1978, "A Study of CRCP Performance: New Construction 

versus Overlay, II by James 1. Daniel, B. Frank McCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, 

documents the performance of several (new and overlayed) continuously rein

forced concrete pavements (CRCP) in Texas (Ref 23). This report was the first 

step in the documentation of pavement performance. This documentation was 

considered necessary for subsequent progress in pavement and overlay design 

and rehabilitation. Through such field investigations, CTR personnel were 

able to gain the knowledge necessary for the improvement of existing design 

methods. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A TOTAL PAVEMENT OVERLAY DESIGN PROCEDURE 

The development of an improved overlay design program was successfully 

completed in the second to last year of the study. The CTR Report No. l77-l~ 

"A Rigid Pavement Overlay Design Procedure for the Texas SDHPT," by Otto 

Schnitter, B. Frank McCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, describes a procedure 

recommended for use by the Texas SDHPT for designing both rigid and flexible 

overlays in existing rigid pavements (Ref 24). The procedure incorporates the 

results of condition surveys to predict the existing pavement's remaining 

life, field and lab testing to determine material properties, and elastic 

layer theory to predict the critical stresses in the pavement structure. 
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The report was published in May 1978. In summary, this is a pavement design 

method consisting of fatigue and reflection cracking subsystems. The fatigue 

cracking subsystem considers remaining life of the existing pavement, uses 

fatigue principles, and determines the required overlay thickness for a 

specific design life. Miner's linear damage hypothesis is used in the 

process. The reflection cracking subsystem provides a rational way of 

analyzing an overlay for the possible occurrence of reflection cracking. 

This design procedure was developed by adapting, through evaluation, 

modification, improvement, and simplification, the previously developed FHWA 

overlay design procedure for rigid pavements. Revisions made to the FHWA 

procedure include modifications to 

(1) computer programs, 

(2) the input guides for the computer programs, and 

(3) materials characterization procedures. 

This procedure provides a means to design a wide variety of overlays 

on rigid pavements in a rational way. Input guides for the program RPOD-2 

have been included as Appendix C. 

CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM TIME TO OVERLAY 

The final study performed during the project with regard to the 

rehabilitation of rigid pavements, was an investigation into the development 

of a procedure for determining the best (optimum) time to overlay any given 

pavement, in relation to total overall utility. Report No. 177-14*, "A 

Hethodo1ogy to Determine an Optimum Time to Overlay," by James I Daniel, 

B. Frank McCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, describes the development of a 

mathem:ltica1 model for predicting the optimum time to overlay an existing 

rigid pavement (Ref. 25). Specifically, the report presents a methodology 

for determining the optimum time to make one or more overlays, based on total 

cost of the strategy over the entire design period. The method employs several 

modelling procedures for predicting the cost of the over1ay(s), maintenance costs 

and the cost to the user. Detailed descriptions of each model are presented 

*Not published in final form. 
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in the report. The final chapter of the report employs the methodology in 

developing models for the optimization of time to overlay for two specific 

cases. Computer program listings and user manuals for both maintenance and 

user's cost determinations are found in the Appendices of the report. The 

computer program for the determination of the overlay thickness is found in 

other reports. 

COMPREHENSIVE OVERLAY DESIGN METHOD: STRATEGY SELECTION 

Completion of the task of developing and implementing a comprehensive 

rigid pavement rehabilitation method which will provide optimum designs was 

not achieved during the course of Project 177. This task has, however, 

become the primary objective of the subsequent CTR Project 249. This task 

is being achieved through modification (to include strategy selection, 

reliability, and other improvements), simplification, and field application 

of the design procedure described above. Implementation of the complete 

method, with all improvements incorporated, is anticipated during 1980. 



CHAPTER 5. EVALUATION OF RIGID PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE 

INTRODUCTION 

Essential to the process of the design, maintenance and rehabilitation 

of rigid pavements is some rational procedure for evaluating their perform

ance. Accordingly a significant portion of the effort on this project has 

been devoted to the establishment of a rigid pavement performance evalua

tion system. Two aspects have been investigated in detail: pavement rough

ness has been studied using profile (deflection) measurements (Refs 8, 17, 

26, 27, 28, 29, and the condition of pavements across the state has been 

rated by visual survey techniques (Refs 9, 16, 18, 19, 20, 30). Separate 

studies have been completed and documented in both these areas. Recommenda

tions have also been made concerning the role which performance measure

ments should play in pavement evaluation techniques which are to be incor

porated into the overall design process (Refs 18, 20). Included in the re

commended system are a series of performance (distress) prediction models 

developed using the data collected during the study (Ref 20), along with 

procedures for updating these data on a regular (annual), statewide basis 

(Ref 19). Also included is a technique for deciding upon the level of 

maintenance which a particular pavement would require, given its condition. 

PROFILE AND ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS 

The earliest work completed under the project concerning pavement 

evaluation techniques was an investigation into the feasibility of using 

the recently developed Mays Ride Meter to obtain a measure of the road 

roughness. Published in January 1977, this early CFHR Report was No. 177-3. 

Entitled I~ Study of the Performance of the Mays Ride Meter," by Yi Chin 

Hu, Hugh J. Williamson, B. Frank MCCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, the 

report discusses the accuracy of measurements made by the Mays Ride Meter 

and their relationship to roughness measurements made with the Surface 

Dynamics Profilometer. A contemporary study, published in March 1976, 
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Report No. 177-5*, IIA Comparison of Two Inertial Reference Profilometers Used 

to Evaluate Airfield and Highway Pavements," by Chris Edward Doepke, B. Frank 

McCullough, and W. Ronald Hudson, describes a United States Air Force owned 

profilometer developed for measuring airfield runway roughness. This is 

compared with the Surface Dynamics Profilometer. Plotted profiles and mean 

roughness amplitude data from each profilometer are compared and evaluated. 

From these two studies, it was concluded that the Surface Dynamics Profilo

meter (SDP) is very capable of obtaining an accurate roughness evaluation of 

the road. However, the equipment itself and its operation are expensive. 

The Mays Ride Meter (MRH), a device which measures the serviceability indices 

of the road sections (as does the SDP) , is less expensive to operate, but it 

is not so accurate and it does not provide as much roughness information. It 

was shown that the MRM is responsive primarily to short waves, while the SDP 

is capable of measuring roughness with a wide range of wavelengths. In view 

of the repeatability of the MRM and the agreement between the measurements 

made by different MRM's, however, these conclusions do not reduce the value 

of the MRM as a profile measuring tool. However, the MRM should be thought 

of as a device which reacts to short waves only. 

Since these results have been documented, the Texas State Department of 

Highways and Public Transportation has employed the measurements of a Surface 

Dynamics Profilometer to calibrate its fleet of Mays Road Meters. In early 

1978, a simple profile statistic, whose components relate to the physical 

concept of vertical acceleration, was devised to predict an SI based on the 

response of a typical Mays Meter trailer. It has since proved to be a more 

effective calibration standard than the previous SI (Ref 29). 

CONDITION SURVEY OF RIGID PAVEMENTS 

Statewide, visual condition surveys for sections of CRC highway through

out Texas were performed under Project 177 in both 1974 and 1978. A photo

graphic condition survey of the same sections was also performed in 1976 

(Ref 30). Data from all these surveys have been stored in computer file 

format and analyzed. A series of reports have been prepared based on these 

data and the analyses, and relevant recommendations are now being implemented 

*This has not been published as a final report. 
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by the Texas SDHPT. Updating of these data banks, analyses, and recommenda

tions is anticipated on a regular (annual) basis following the conclusion of 

Project 177. 

The initial condition survey investigations performed under Project 177 

were documented in CTR Report No. 177-6, "Sixteenth Year Progress Report on 

Experimental Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement in Walker County," by 

Thomas P. Chesney and B. Frank McCullough. This report presents a summary of 

data collection and analysis over a l6-year period. During that period, 

numerous findings resulted in changes in specifications and design standards. 

It was clear at that time that these data would be valuable for shaping 

guidelines for future construction. This report was published in April 1976. 

The next study conducted was described in CTR Report No. 177-8*, 

"Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement: Prediction of Distress Quanti

ties," by John P. Machado, B. Frank McCullough, and Hugh J. Williamson. Here, 

a general analysis of enviornmental design, construction, and historic pave

ment behavior conditions and their effects on future performance was carried 

out. This analysis was based on a statewide CRCP Condition Survey which was 

conducted in 1974. The report was published in November 1977. 

Next, a photographic condition survey was completed and documented in 

Report No. 177-10, "Development of Photographic Techniques for Performance 

Condition Surveys," by Pieter Strauss, James Long, and B. Frank McCullough. 

The development of a technique for surveying heavily trafficked highways 

without interrupting the flow of traffic is reported here. The report was 

published in December 1977. 

Finally, in 1978, a second statewide visual CRCP condition survey was 

completed. The data were summarized and analyzed and the relevant conclu

sions documented in a series of reports which are described below. 

First, data summary reports for the 1974 and 1978 surveys were prepared 

for all 12 Texas districts which were involved in the surveys, and subse

quently distributed to appropriate Texas SDHPT district offices. A 

collection of summary sheets from these reports has been included here in 

Appendix D. 

*Not published as a final report. 
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CTR Report No. 177-19, "Manual for Condition Survey of Continuously 

Reinforced Concrete Pavements," by Arthur Taute and B. F. McCullough was 

published in December 1979. This manual suggests guidelines for condition 

survey procedures and frequency of surveys. Copies of the appropriate, 

recommended rating forms have been included in Appendix D. 

Also published in December 1979 was Report No. 177-20, entitled "Summary 

Report for 1978 CRCP Condition Survey in Texas" by Manuel Gutierrez de 

Velasco and B. F. McCullough. This report covers the overall 1978 condition 

8urvey and makes comparisons with the 1974 data. The results are presented 

with very little analysis. Except that, included in this report, are the 

results of an analysis which establishes the terms of the distress condition 

of the pavement at any given time. 

Finally, a detailed analysis of the data collected in both 1974 and 

1978 surveys was completed in December 1979. This work has been documented 

in Report No. 177-21, entitled "Distress Prediction Models for CRCP" by 

C. S. Noble and B. F. McCullough, and published in December 1979. This analy

sis includes a comparison of actual distress measurements and values computed 

from early prediction models, as well as improvements to those prediction 

models, and an analysis of the effects of important construction and environ

mental variables on performance. Also included is a series of recommenda

tions concerning the establishment and operation of an overall rigid pave

ment evaluation system (RPES). Using this system a designer would, on the 

basis of real data, be able to evaluate the need for either an overlay, a 

minor repair, or some routine maintenance activity, as required, for any 

pavement in Texas, at any given time in the pavement's life. These deci

sions would be based on the pavement's condition, likely deterioration rate, 

and the increased utility associated with each of the maintenance or rehab

ilitation activities. A summary of the Pavement Utility Equation is given 

in Report 177-21. 



CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The major conclusions and recommendations based on the results of all 

the investigations completed during the course of this research project are 

outlined below. 

(1) Detailed design of CRCP should be performed using the CRCP-2 com

puter program which is now available on computers at the Center for Trans

portation Research and the Texas SDHPT in Austin. A copy of the input guide 

and an example output are included in Appendix A. Reference should also be 

made to CTR Report Nos. 177-2 and 177-9. 

(2) Similar detailed design of JRCP oan now be performed for tempera

ture and shrinkage loads, using the JRCP-2 computer program which is also 

available on the CTR and Texas SDHPT computers in Austin. Detailed proce

dures for the design against traffic loads will be established during the 

course of Project 249, which continues at least through 1983. 
- -

(3) Design charts (nomographs) and design equations have been prepared, 

along with limiting criteria on relevant distress variables, for the com

plete design of CRCP (reinforcement and slab thickness) at a specific feasi

bility level. The entire procedure is discussed in CTR Report Nos. 177-16 

and 177-17. Associated preliminary studies are described in CTR Report Nos. 

177-1, 177-4, and 177-7. These design charts and equations are included 

here in Appendix B. It is strongly recommended that these design charts 

be included in the appropriate section of the Texas SDHPT Operations and 

Procedures llanua1 (Part IV, Design) (Ref 16). 

(4) A CRCP overlay design procedure which was developed at the CTR 

should be incorporated into Ref 16 and implemented where appropriate as 

soon as possible. This procedure involves the use of the computer program 

RPOD-2,which is available on both the CTR and Texas SDHFT computers. 

The program is discussed in full in CTR Report No. 177-13. A copy of the 

user's manual has been included as Appendix C to this report. Following 

completion of preliminary investigations which were reported in CTR 

Report Nos. 177-11 and 177-12, a procedure was developed which enables 
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the designer to calculate the optimum time to overlay a given rigid pavement 

(CTR Report No. 177-14*). Accordingly, optimum (with respect to minimum cost) 

overlay strategy selection is being incorporated into a comprehensive rigid 

pavement overlay design procedure still being developed at the CTR (under 

Project 249). Implementation of this procedure has already been initiated 

successfully using several projects in Texas and its use is strongly recom

mended wherever overlays to rigid pavements are required. 

(7) Following the completion of the studies described in CTR Report 

Nos. 177-3 and 177-5, procedures were developed for the reliable, yet 

economical measurement of highway profiles. Also, information obtained with 

the Profilometer and the Mays Ride Meter concerning the profile of any rigid 

pavement can now be related to an evaluation of the distress condition of 

that pavement and hence to its maintenance needs at any time during its life. 

The continued use of these instruments, to monitor the profile of all rigid 

pavements in Texas on a regular basis, is recommended here. This is being 

accomplished under Project 251. 

(8) Visual condition surveys of CRCP in Texas were completed in 1974, 

1976 (photographic), and 1978, as described in CTR Report Nos. 177-6, 177-10, 

and 177-20. The resulting distress measurements have since been used in the 

development of distress prediction models, as described in CTR Report Nos. 

* 177-8 and 177-21. It is recommended that the condition surveys be implemented 

by the Texas SDHPT on a regular basis using the procedures established during 

this study, as outlined in CTR Report No. 177-19 (CRCP and JRCP) and CTR 

Technical Memorandum No. 177-72 (Overlay). Copies of these recommended 

rating forms have been included in Appendix D to this report. 

(9) Finally, it is recommended that the distress prediction models, 

along with a data bank based upon the results of the regular condition survey, 

should be used in a comprehensive rigid pavement evaluation system for the 

calculation of pavement utility. This should be done for any rigid pavement 

in Texas, at any time, such that the resulting utility function could be 

used in the decision making process with regard to the distribution of funds 

for pavement maintenance and rehabilitation. Accordingly, it is recommended 

*Not published in final form. 
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that the evaluation system and decision criteria (as discussed in CTR Report 

Nos. 177-20 and 177-21) be incorporated into the appropriate section of the 

Texas SDHPT Operations and Procedures Manual and implemented as soon as 

possible. 

In summary, the reader's attention is also directed to Research Project 

249 at the Center for Transportation Research. Reports emanating from that 

project will supplement the work which has been completed and reported in 

Project 177. 
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APPENDIX A. CRCP-2 USER'S MANUAL AND TYPICAL OUTPUT 

This appendix contains a detailed guide for the use of computer program 

CRCP-2 for the design of continuously reinforced concrete pavement. The 

program has been available for use on the Texas SDHPT computer since June 

1979. All detailed CRCP designs to be implemented in Texas should be 

made using this program. 
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All card types must be present for each problem unless otherwise stated 
except type 1, which must be present once and only once. 

1.1 *AN1 - Run comments 
(Two cards) 

TYPE 1 

Description of Run 

TYPE 2 

Description of Problem 

2.1 *NPROB - Problem number 

2.2 *AN2 - Problem comments 

*Any combination of letters and/or numbers 



TYPE 3 
Steel Properties 

3.1 ITYPER - Type of reinforcement 

1 for deformed bar 

2 for deformed wire fabric 

3.2 P - Percent steel reinforcement 

3.3 DIA - Reinforcing bar diameter 
(inches) 

3.4 FY - Yield Stress (psi) 

3.5 ES - Elastic modulus (psi) 

3.6 *ALPHAS - Thermal coefficient of steel 

3.7 BRIGR - Transverse wire spacing 

35 

(inches) (omit if deformed bar is used) .t:...:;J..::::.:::.L.::..:::L..:::....:J..:::..::..L.:....:.I..::....:..J,..;;;,.,;:.I...--'-...... 

*See explanation on page 37. 
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TYPE 4 
Concrete Properties 

4.1 THICK - Slab thickness (inches) 

4.2 **ALPHAC - Thermal coefficient of 
concrete 

4.3 ***ZTOT - Drying shrinkage strain 
(inches/inches) 

4.4 UNWT - Unit weight of concrete (pcf) 

4.5 FPC - 28-day compressive strength (psi) 
(Omit if user provides age-tensile 
strength relationship) 

4.6 ****STR~illUL - Used with FPE by the program 
to generate age-tensile 
strength relationship. (Omit 
if user provide age-tensile 
strength relationship) 
(STRNMUL must be <1.0) 
(DEFAULT value is .0) 

4.7 NSTRN - Number of points in the age-tensile 
strength relationship 

4.8 

o if program generates relationship 
(0<NSTRN~20) 

IFY - Number of points in the slab-base 
friction relationship (See type 10) 

= 1 - user supplies one point, progra~ 
will generate a straight line curve 

2 - user supplies one point, program 
will generate a parabolic curve 

~------------------~ 

(in the above cases, the point should 
be the maximum value, beyond that sliding 
occurs) 

>2 - user defines the curve with IFY points 
(The first point must be 0.0, 0.0) 
(default value is 2) 

** *** ****See explanation on page 37. , , 
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3.6 *ALPHAS - Thermal coefficient of steel 

Various values of coefficient of thermal expansion are listed in Table 
A.l for different steels. A normal range of 5 x 10-6 to 7 x 10-6 (in./in./oF) 
is commonly used. 

4.2 **ALPHAC - Thermal coefficient of concrete (in./in./oF) 

The thermal expansion and contraction of concrete vary with factors 
such as richness of mix, water-cement ratio, temperature range, concrete age, 
and relative humidity. However, the main factor affecting the thermal proper
ties of concrete is the minalogic composition of the aggregate. Fig A.l shows 
some experimental values of thermal coefficient of linear expansion for neat 
cements and for mortars and concretes with different kinds of aggregates. 
The coefficient appears to be very much influenced by the type of coarse 
aggregate, being highest for quartz, followed by sandstone, granite, basalt, 
and limestone. Gravel may vary considerably in its minerological composi
tion, having a thermal coefficient of about five to seven millionths 
(in. lin. rF). 

4.3 ***ZTOT - Drying shrinkage strain (in./in.) 

Drying shrinkage of concrete is one of the principal causes of cracking. 
Upon exposure to drying conditions, moisture slowly diffuses from the interior 
mass of the concrete to the surface, tending to reduce the effect of moisture 
loss by surface evaporation. There are many factors that influence the mag
nitude of drying shrinkage, such as: water content, type of aggregate, type 
of cement, moisture, temperature conditions, sizes of pavement slabs, and 
duration of moist curing. The drying shrinkage varies commonly from 0.0002 to 
0.0006 inches/inches. The single largest factor that influences shrinkage is 
its water content and this relationship is shown in Fig A.2 (made by the 
Bureau of Reclamation). 

4.6 ****STRNMUL - Used with FPC by program to generate age-tensile strength 

With 28-day compressive strength (FPC) given by the user, the program 
will calculate the flexural strength using the following equation: 

flexural strength f 
u 

3000 
3 + 12000 

FPC 

The tensile strength is then generated by multiplying the flexural 
strength with a coefficient "STRNMUL." 

tensile strength (f
t

) f x STRNMUL 
u 

"STRNMUL" varies from 0.5 to 1. o. Table A.2 and Fig A.3 provide some 
guidance to the designer for choosing an appropriate flexural-tensile factor 
(STRNMUL) • 
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TABLE A.l 

Material 

Cast iron, ductile, as cast 
Steel, 0.2 percent C, hot-rolled 
Steel, 0.2 percent C, cold-rolled 
Steel, 1.0 percent C, hot-rolled 
Steel, 1.0 percent C, hardened and 

tempered at 800°F 
Steel, AISI 4640, hardened and 

tempered at 800°F 
Stainless steel, type 302, cold-rolled 

Material 

Silver (sterling) 
Steel (1020) 
Steel (1040) 
Steel (1080) 
Steel (k8Cr-8Ni stainless) 

Coefficient of 
Thermal Expansion 

a 

7.5 
6.7 
6.7 
7.3 

8.9 

Thermal Expansion, 
in./in.rF, 

10 x 10-6 

6.5 x 10-6 

6.3 x 10-6 

6.0 x 10-6 

5 x 10-6 
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Concrete 

Gravel 
Linestone 
Light-weight aggregate 

TABLE A.2 

Split-tensile Strength 

5/8 
2/3 
3/4 
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TYPE 5 

Environmental Inputs 

5.1 *CURTEMP - Curing Temperature (OF) -~[ l-+: 12:-t-::-t-:131 J;i 6 ! 71 ; i9fi~ 
5.2 *NTEMP - Number of days before concrete 

gains full strength. NTEMP 
should equal NSTRN if NSTRN = 28 
(02NTEMP250) 

5.3 *DELTATM - Minimum temperature expected 
after concrete gains full 
strength (OF) 

5.4 *COLDTM - Number of days after concrete 
is set before minimum temperature 
DELTATM occurs (e. g., firs t cold season) 
(Omit if run is program CRCP-l) 
(COLDTM >28.0) 
(DEFAULT-value is 28.0) 

TYPE 6 

Environmental Input Continue 
(more than one card may be needed) 

6.1 *DT(l) - Minimum daily temperature (OF) 

6.2 "~DT(2) 

DT(NTEMP) 

*See explanation on the following page. 

I~Iili~t~1 
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*TYPE 5 and TYPE 6 - Concrete gains strength most rapidly during the first 
few days. As much as 30 percent or more can be lost if premature drying or 
enormous temperature drop were permitted during that period. The maintenance 
of proper conditions when the slab is first placed is termed as "CURTEMP" , 
or the curing temperature. This temperature is used to compare with "DT", 
which is a record of daily temperatures from the time when the slab was 
placed to "NTEMP" (14th or 28th day, depending on the type of cement), when 
substantial concrete strength was reached. From then on, concrete gains 
strength at a much slower pace. If the minimum temperature were to occur 
a few months after the pavement had been built, for example, the first winter, 
that period of time, counted in number of days would be "COLDTM" (Fig A.4). 

It is intended in the program that all temperatures be the slab temper
atures at mid-depth. If these are unavailable, air temperature may be used 
as an approximation since the daily changes of air temperature are generally 
reflected as similar slab temperature changes. 
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TYPE 7 

External Loads and Stresses 
(Omit this card if run is program CRCP-l) 

7.1 TMLOD - Number of days after concrete is set 
before wheel load is applied 
(DEFAULT value is 0.0) 

7.2 *WHLOAD - Wheel load (lb): 
(DEFAULT value is 0.0) 

blank if user supplies WHLSTR 

7.3 WHBASE - Wheel base radius (in.) 

blank if user supplies WHLSTR 

7.4 SOILK - Modulus of subgrade (psi) 

blank if user supplies WHLSTR 

7.5 *WHLSTR - Wheel load stress (psi) 

blank if user supplies WHLOAD 

12112212312412512612712-81291301 

*An option is provided here so that the user can either choose to input wheel 
load stress WHLSTR directly or let the program generate the tensile stress 
using Westergaard's equation by inputting WHLOAD, vlliBASE, and K. 
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TYPE *8 

Print and Plot Option 
(Do not omit this card even if print and plot are not used) 

8.1 *TOL - Relative closure tolerance 
(percent) 
(DEFAULT value is 5.0) 

8.2 LONGPR - Flag to print intermediate steps 

YES if desired 

= blank if not desired 

8.3 NPRINT - Rate of subsampling used in printing 
intermediate results 
(e.g., 101 points are calculated 
in each iteration. If NPRINT = 20 
and LONGPR = YES then, for each 
iteration, values at points 1, 21, 
41, 61, 81, 101 will be printed) 
(DEFAULT value is 20) 

8.4 IPLOT - Flag for plot of temperature 
drop versus time 

YES if desired 

blank if not desired 

8.5 TMSCALE - Number of inches/day to be plotted 

8.6 FINAL - Number of days to be plotted 

*TOL - Recommended 1.0 percent for CRCP-2 

Recommended 5.0 percent for CRCP-l 

I • 
128 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I z ! 5 I 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

29 30 31 32 33 34 ~.:: 
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TYPE 9 

Age-Tensile Strength Relationship 
(This card type must be omitted if NSTRN = 0) 

9.1 AGED (1) - Age of concrete (days) 

9.2 TENSION (1) - Tensile strength (p~i) 

9.3 AGEU (2) 

9.4 TENSION (2) 

9.5 AGEU (3) 

9.6 AGED (3) 

AGEU (NSTRN) 

TENSION (NSTRN) 



TYPE 10 

Slab-base Friction Relationship 
(Force-Displacement) 

49 

10.1 *FEXP (1) - Frictional force per area (psi) 

10.2 *YEXP (1) - Slab movement (inches) 

[ 11213141s16[718191101 

lliI2113\1411SI1611711811912J 

10.3 *FEXP (2) 

FEXP (IFY) 

YESP (IFY) 

10.1 *FEXP (1) - Frictional force for per area (psi), where I - 1 to IFY 

10.2 *YEXP (1) - Slab movement (inches) corresponding to the frictional 
force, I - 1 to IFY 

From the NCHRP Research Project Report 1-15, the following slab-base 
friction relationships are recommended. 

Fig A.S shows force-displacement curves of various subbase materials. 

Figs A.6 - A.9 shows force-displacement curves for various concrete 
thicknesses. 

Figs A.IO - A.13 show the same curves but grouped into special categories 
(bond breaking on very smooth surface, five granular materials, coarse 
granular material, and cohesive material. 

No friction curves for stabilized subbases are given because data is 
not available. 
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• • 
• rONCRETE PROPERTIES • 
• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••• ** •• 

~L.68 THte~NESS .. 1.~00f.~1 
THERMAL caEFFICI~NT II 5.0e0E.~b 
T~TAL S~RIN~AGE = U.A~~E·~a 
I HH T \AI FIG H Teo NCR E' T E .. 1. 500 E • 0 ~ 
en~PRF5SIVE STR~NGT~II 3.ee0~+A3 

TEN~rLE ~TRENGTH OATA 
•••••••••• * •••••••••• 

NO TENSILE STRENGTH O~TA IS INPUT BV USER 
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THE FOLlO~ING A~E·TENSIlE STRENGT~ R!LATrO~SHIP 
IS l1SE'n ~HJC~ 15 BASEr, ON THE RECOMMF.NlHTtON 
r,rvEN RV u~s. BIJREAU nF RECLAM.6TION 

AGF, TE'NSILE 
tn.6vSl STRENr.TH 

0~0 
15Q.l 
~53:e 
:!QQ.l 
326~1 
~12:0 
3qe~3 
a10.~ 
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**.* •• * •••••••••••• * •••••••••• *.* •• * •••• *.* ••• *. 
* • * SLAB.~AS~ FRICTt~N CHARACTERISTICS • 
* F-Y RELATION~~TP * 
• • 
** •• *** ••••••• * ••••• ***.* •••• *p**.* ••• ***.* ••• ** 

TYPF OF FRICTION CURVE IS ~ STR'IG~T LINE 

~AXIMU~ FRICTtON FORCe: 
~OVE~FNT AT SLtotNG • 

* •••• ** •• * ••••••• * ••• *** •••• ** 
* * • n:M~FRATIIRE DATA • 
* * 
***** •• * •• * •••• ** ••• * •• * ••• **. 

rllRING Te:~P'~A'TUREC 'H'~~ 

MTNIMUM OROI' IN 
[\AV TEMP~JUTURE TEMPERATURE 

t r;0,'" 2~:0 , C;I'I.0 20'''' , 
J C;~.0 2a." 
a r;(lI~0 201!,~ 
r; r;0,0 2"1.0 
b c;~.PI 20:~ , '5~~~ 2m.", 
A 151'1,,'" 20.0 
0 t:;0.~ 2t'1,f'I 

it'! 50~'" 20,0 
, 1 '50.~ 20.0 
It' 150,1'1 20:0 
13 '50.0 20~A 
It1 t:;0,'" 2QJ.'" 
15 '5t'1.P1 20~2 
Ie 'HI ~ '" 20~0 
l' tl0,'" 3A,e 
18 1J0.0 3"'.~ 
t~ U0.('I 30,0 
etA IJL'II ~ '" 'J0.P 
2t "0.0 lP.l~P 
2~ IJl~ ~ 0 3{/1,0 
23 1J0,0 30.'" 
21J 1J0,0 30~0 
25 0"',0 30.~ 



"0.~ 
"".0 
"0~~ 

M!NTMI.IM T~f04"F'UTURE EXPECTED .FTEA 
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CON~AETE ~.INS FULL STR£NGT~ • 0.~ DfG~E!S ~AHR!NM!tT 
DAVS R!FOA~ RE~C~!NG MIN. TEMP, • 28~e DAVS 



6.2 

••••••••• * •••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• * 
• * • • 

f)(TEANAL LOAD * 
* ••••••••••• **.*.* ••• ** ••••••• *.* ••••••••••• **._* 

WJ.lEE'L LOAD (LBS) 
w~eEL RA8E RADIUS (I~' 
!U8GRAD! MODULUS (Psr, 
CONCR!TE MODULUS (PSI) 
LOAD APPLtEO AT 
rALC:LOAD STRESS (Pst) 

• 1.811'10E+04 
• 6~CH'H~F+2I0 
• 1.500!'+e2 
• J.:UtE+0' 
• 28. TM DlV 
• ~.414"E.~2 

•• *** ••• ** ••••• ** •• * •••• **.* •••• *.* •• **.***.** •• 
* • 
• 

tfE~ATION AND TOLERANCE CONTROL 
• • 
• * ••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••• * •• * 

MAxtMUM 4llnwARLE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 61 
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TESTING 

PRn8 
1 F • t 5: "' ••• 1 

~ AX I MU"-
nlolE TEfoo1P nRY HJ(~ TENS rLE tRACt< CRACt< eONCRET!' STRESS IN 
r~AYS) !)Rr'lP SIoIRINt<AGE STRGTIoI SPACING wIDTH STR!:SS TM! STEEL 

'33 10;0 b:~q2F-l? CJ 1, q l.I0Q.0 8,.-ZCJE-U l,600E+U fI.4'76£+n 
S0 20,~ 2;U'58F-0Q 112 ~ 5 U0Q:'" 3,1U~P:·03 8.U15E+01 1.448£+14 

! 50 2G!1.~ 1. HbF.-06 181,1 u0Q,0 5.qqUE-03 t, 'I 40£+1!12 2.254!+!!U 
? 51! 2e~e 3;&ZQ'::-05 233~3 U0Q,e t ~~HI2E-0i! 2.'58E+r1J2 3, un+e4 
3 50 20,~ 1,20I.1E-05 26S~U 231:'1,0 1~323E-02 2,5~"'EU2 J.151E+"U 
'I 50 211'.0 1,."'5UF.-~U 288~3 8~~3 CJ, q13I!:-1I)3 2,31UE+02 3.2Uh11HI 
IS 50 20;'" 1,. 3UUF-U 3I?J 6: Q! 86~3 1,20VJE-02 2.b23E+0Z ],UU:+04 
&~15~ 20,0 I,S"qF.-~U 31Q~5 8t1,! 1,316£-02 2.815!+f.I2 J.'JCJE+0Q 
1.513 t'0~0 1,.,CJ1F .. 04 32q~5 86,3 1,52H-e2 3,0HE+1U 4. 1811lEUO 
":50 Z0,0 ,,<;1'15£-0'1 336 ~" 86,3 1.655£-Ql2 3.2U3E+12I2 4,310E+1I)1II 
Q:S0 20,0 2, un-Plu 34]~l? 8tl,3 1 ~ 1UF--02 3,38H+1Il2 4,538E+et'.l 

H1I~5~ 20,0 2.25QF-~U 34q~8 43,1 1,0'73E-12I2 2,654!+Q12 3,3"1£+1/)11 
11~5Q1 2111,'" 2;3?UF'-"'U 356,3 4'~\ t.l1CJE-Q!2 2.138£+02 3.4UE+0l1 
12,50 20.1'1 2,,,.,5F-0U 3bi! ~ b 41~1 l,tb0E-02 2.8'4E+02 3.568f+12I11 
13,50 20~1Il 2,56~f""'U ]68. q "3, 1 1.1 q1E-02 ?8~4E+ru 1.U4!+0A 
11.1,50 2121,'" ?,bU5E-IIJU 313. Q 43.1 1,230E-22 2.QUSE+02 3.10n+2I11 
115.'50 20.0 2.11bE .. 04 311.8 U3~1 1.2SQ£-02 2.CJQ5E+G!I2 J. "UE+IU 
1 ~ ~ 31 20"C!I 2:?12F..~U 3el~1 u~~, l,28]E-0f1 3,1Il2~E+1II2 3 • .,.5h04 p 
lb~50 3I/l,0 ~;.,elE .. 0U 381~b U3~1 1.4f13E-21Z 3,258E+!!2 4.138!+04 
17p~P.I ~0,0 2,. 8Hf.eu 385~U '13.1 l,~0~1!:.12!2 3. i!8H+I!J2 4.1UE+04 
111,50 30,1'1 2,~Q~E-0U UCJ~ 1 Ul~l 1,533E-02 3.315E+U 4.18&£+04 
10 ,50 3Q1,Cl! 2,O"IF..0U ]Q2~8 43~1 1.55bl!:-"2 3.1UI'I~+212 4.201E+0U 
2('1,50 30,'" 2,Q85E-"'U lCJ"~5 "3,1 1.576E-e2 3.3b3E+02 4.22.£+214 
21.5A 30.0 3,~2&F-1'I" HCf~i' "1.1 1.5 Cf 5f .. 02 3.38 U!+Pl2 4.243E+041 
2?~5~ ~0;e 3,1IJ6"E-04 U01~A '1'5~1 1. flll E-Q12 3.UI'I2E+U 4I.258E+QJ'I 
23,1jl'l 10 .~ 3,0CfCJF.-"''' IH~2;fI '13.1 1.&2'7E-02 3."1QE+02 '1.212E+"U 
2'1,'5'" 10~0 3,ll1F.-0U £I 'HI ~ " Ul~1 1.641£-02 3.43UE+C!IZ 4.2UE+0U 
2'5,15121 30,'" l,t61E-0U "1216 ~ 'I 43,1 1.655F.-Q12 3,4UQE+Q12 4.2QU+04 
2b,'5~ 30,0 3,I QIlJ E-I1I" US ,1 £11.1 1 • &6"1!-02 3, Uo3E+02 4.31111£+1114 
2".5~ 3Q1.121 3.21bf- 0U '1eCJ.Q £11.1 t.61CJE-Ql2 3.U15EU2 4.318£+04 
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.T TM[ ENO ('I' THE ANALVsrs PERIno 

CIUCI( StI,CING • 1,311!·"'1 F££T 
CRACt( I!j!DT~ • &,J55!·03 INCHES 
~AX eONC~ETF. RT~ESS. 4.a11E+02 pst 
MAX STEEL STRESS • 2,t83E+"'Q PSI, 
eONC.TENS.STR!NGTM • ~.UJ8~+fJ2 PSI 

STA. ote. CONCAET! "f:iICTION CONCRETE STE!L 
TrON TANCE J4QVEM!NT FORCE 8TR!SS .TRIIS 

1 CIJ~'" a~(lJaeE+0l!J "',ClIla!+0" 1,631£+82 ·1.S31!+11 
2 .0 .3,1'I[w05 4."116[.13 1.621!+1! ·I,I'8!+1I3 
] ~ t .6. 1411!.t!l5 '.216!.13 t.'''"E+fJ! .1~lPJa5!.1I3 
l.I , t .'~21q[.fl5 t~383E.a2 1.581£+12 .e.:11 1 £+12 
5 .2 -t,23IE.e4 t.844[.02 1~!"IE+82 -S,0141+12 

" .2 .t,ts38£.0" 2.3eflE.S2 1,55!£+02 -',aSIE+12 ., .3 -1,846E."" 2,'",'£·02 1,!38!+'! -I,381E+'2 
e .3 -2,154[-1101 J.23t!.02 1,522!+02 l,e35!+'2 
q ,4 ·2.463!.(!J4 J,6cH'E.e2 l.se'E+02 3,311[+12 

1(11 ,0 -2 ~ 11 t E.e". 4,IS1E.0, 1,480!+02 5,'''8!+.! 
n ,4 ·3,ee,,!.~" ","2t[.22 1,413E+82 8~B44!+'2 
12 .5 ·3,3'IE-Ql4 5.e8SI.02 1. 4S6E+"'2 I,S3IE+S' 
13 .5 -3.6q'E.04 5.5(1fJ[.02 1.44IE."! 1~212!+S' 
ltl ~" -4 ~ ~U!lO[_04 6~1I13E.ra2 t~I.I24E+"2 I"Se5!+'J 
1~ ,f) -",31 qE .. "" "',",SE.a2 1.4IBTE+ra2 1.1]OE."J 
If) .1 .tI,e2fJE.a" f) .. 043E.B2 ',3'IE+02 1.013E+I, 
11 .' ·".q3'E.e4 .,. i,UJOe.e2 1.',Sf+l! 2,2IaE+'3 
18 ~1 .5~25eE.fJ4 1,814E-12 t~3!8E+02 2,441E+13 
I' ,,8 .~,560E.04 A,,341!.12 t.342E+12 2,"4£.13 
221 ,8 -5,811£.154 8,Aa1£.02 1,326£+'2 2"a1f+'] 
21 ~, - •• teZ£ .. 04 '.214E·1!2 1,]19E+1I2 S,141!.ra, 
22 .0 .b~,,q''E.0101 ',141E.e2 '~293E+12 3,314E+13 
23 1~0 ••• SB!E."" 1,921E.al 1,216E+12 3,6B8E+13 
2U 1.0 -'~lt1E.I" t.a68E.0t 1,26IE+e2 3~842!.IJ 
2'5 1 , 1 .',(l29!.a" t.lt"!·ll 1,244E+82 4.1.,5[.1, 
2' 1 • 1 .,.142£.15" t.161E.0t t,221!.."" 4,319£+8J 
2" 1 , 1 .8~eS4E .. S4 1,218E.el 1~211E+e2 4,543E+13 
28 1 p 2 .e.361£.elol 1.25sE .. ll 1,195£.02 "~11aE+13 
z' 1.2 .8~68S!.e4 1,3e2!.el 1,118E+12 S.BII!+.' 
3m t~3 .8,qq3e.a4 1.34'[.111 1,162£+12 5,244(+13 
31 1.3 .',3"6£.04 t.S'6!."1 1,146E+02 5,""!+83 
32 l~U .',62CJJr.a4 1,lI43E·01 1,129!+12 5,111E+ll 
]] I,U .',fJ33E.04 1 ,"OIl!lE.et 1.113!+C!l2 5,'44E+.] 
3" I," -1,EI29E.83 1.1IJi31E.SI I,e',!+el '.11eE+Il 
3S 1,'5 .t,IS6E.I'Il! 1.584E.01 l,raSe!+e! 6,412E+IU 
36 1~5 ·t.B88E.e3 i.631E.ral l,e&I.IE.ez b.","!!+ll 
31 l~e -1~t1'!·"3 t •• ,'E .. 01 1,0"'E+02 e.81'!+I' 
]e 1.6 -1~151E.03 t~12'E.el 1,131E.1I2 1.113E+13 
39 1~' ·1,IBeE.0] t,113E.01 1,115£+12 1.346E+I] 
1.19 1~' -l,214E.03 I.EI!IE.at ',983£+211 1,58et+13 
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1.&, 1.8 .1.2(1S(.0] ,~e68E.el ~,81.E+01 ",814!+1I3 
IJl 1~8 -1,217£-01 1.CIIUSe:.01 Q,655E+01 8.147(+0) 
~3 1,8 -1,308e:-e] 1 ~CII62E-rll1 ".4fUE+el 8.281£+0J 
'Ia 1. Q -t,3(10E.0l ~~ele!-01 ',J28!+01 8.515£+0) 
US l~q -1,312E-03 ?~051E-Q11 ',161.1£+01 8.148!+ill 
1.16 2~0 -1.403E-03 2.t05!-01 fJ"e01E+Al 8."82[+0] 
~1 2,0 -t~U35£-C!l3 ~~152E.01 8,8!1!+01 '.2151+11 
ue 2.1 -t,46'E-03 2,200£-01 8,6113!+lIIl ',44'!+13 
1.19 l~l -1.41'8£.183 2.ZQ1!-~1 8.510!+01 '."lE+1I1 
!i0 2.t -1~53Ql!-03 2.,fJSE.Q11 8.3Q'E+~1 '.'1'[+11 
51 2~~ -t.562E-0] 2.3U!!-1/I1 8.183E+01 1,1151+114 
52 2.2 -I ~5cUE_P3 2 ~ 3fU~E.01 8.01'!+01 1,038E+04 
53 2.3 -1,625£-03 2.438e:-Q11 1.855[+01 1.062!+14 
~~ 2.3 -1,.57£-03 2;Ue6!-01 1,'.2!+01 1.18SE+14 
55 2~U -t,68'E-0] 2,534E-"1 1 .528£+0', 1.118!+IU 
S6 2,. u -1,121E-03 2,58U:-01 1.364!+lH 1.1J2E+14 
5' 2.5 -1.153£-03 2.62",.01 1,21211!+ll 1.155!+'14' 
5~ 2,,5 -1,'85E.03 2~"'!-0t 1,03'[+01 1.11'!+04 
5' 2.5 -1,8"E-12I3 2,,25E.Pl "~8'3E+01 1,212!+04 
'0 2.6 -1.84'E-03 2.11]E- 01 &.'10!'+01 1,225E+(U 
~1 2.' -1~e81F-~3 2~821E-C!lt 6~SI.l6E+01 1,24'£+04 
62 2~' -1,.13£- 01 3 2.86'£-01 II.382!+0' 1.212!+IU 
63 2.' -1.''15E-03 2. cH7E-01 ~.2!'!+01 1.2"5£+04 
&U 2.B -1~"7E-03 ~~~65E-1Il1 '~055£+01 1.31q!'+04 
6~ ~~8 -~,00qE-A3 l.B1J!-01 5~8ql!+Qll 1.31.12!+0(1 
6' Z~8 -Z"AU1E .. 1?l3 3~061E .. 11I1 5,128!+01 1.36s!+rU 
67 2~' -2,073E.03 3,110! .. 01 !S.S'4E+01 1.38QE+IQ 
68 2.q -2,105~.P3 ~.158!-01 5,'UI0E+01 1.'112£+121'1 
~q 3~(11 -2,13'H-01 3.206!-01 5.23'£+01 1.43'!+041 
121 3.0 "'.I"E-~3 3.254£-01 5,073E+01 1.4SQ£+04 
'1 3~1 -2~212£-03 3.303[-01 ".'10£+1111 1.482!+14 
''2 3.1 -2,234[-(113 ,.351E-01 £I.146!+01 1~5061!+04 
'3 3~2 -i.a66!-"" 3.3"!-01 Q.582!+01 1.52Q!+94 .,,, 3,2 -~.2qeE-~3 ~~"48!-01 4.U1CJE+01 1.552E+"'4 
15 3.2 -2~311E-0l 3.I.IQ6E-0, u.2!55E+01 1.!'6£+04 
"t- 3.3 -2,363E-03 3.1§44!-Bl ~.Bql!+A'. 1.5 •• £+2UI 
'7 3.3 -2,3CJ5f-03 1~5'3!-01 3.QleE+01 1.622E+I4I 
'8 3:" -2,428[-Ql3 3~61.11E-01 3.1'1.1[+01 1.64'!+0" ,Q 3~1.I .. 2,460f-03 3,6'0£-"'1 3.&lUE+Al 1.b6l'!+04 
(HII 3,5 -2.U~2E-I213 3.1]'E.liH 3.41]'£+01 1.61.3!+04 
81 3.!\ -2~525!-03 3 • .,A7£-01 3,,273!+01 1.116E+04 
82 !~5 -Z~55'E-03 3~e3'E-el 3.10Q[+01 1.".!+"4 
83 3,6 -Z,!Q0E-m] l,e85!-01 2,QI.l'E+01 1.'63!+IIU 
AU 3.' -2.622£-03 3.CJ]]E-01 !.1eiEUl l 1.186!+04 
85 3~" -2~'5!§!-03 3~QA2E-01 Z.6UI!+!!!t i.S0Q!+I4I 
8b 3.7 -2,'8'[-(113 ~.031E-01 2,455E+IU 1,833£+04 
8' 3~e -Z",0f-03 1.I,08BE-01 2,2'1!+01 1.8S6!+14 
88 3.8 -2.'52£-213 1.I,128E.01 2.12"1:+01 l.e1'!+14 
8~ 3~~ "2,18SE-~] u.117E-"1 1."4£+211 1.'1I3!+14 
Q0 3~Q .. 2.818! .. 03 ~~22e!-01 1.800£+01 1.~2,!+ra4 
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• en 3.Q -2,.850E.01 1i.27!iE ... 0t l,e3'7E+01 i.952!.'" 
02 1i.0 ·2.883(.83 a~32aE-01 1.473E.01 1.9'73e:+"4 
Ql tI.0 -2. fU ~E.03 a.l'3(.At t.30c;e:+C!ll l.'.b!.0~ 
qa 4.1 .it~qlleE.~3 tI,U22E.Al 1,14e(.01 2,A20E+IU 
q'S 4.t -2~Q81E."3 a.~71E.81 Q.A19E+0G'! 2,043!+01 
Qe Ii.? .~.014E.03 4~52"E.1iJ1 e.le3E+0~ l,06eE.04 
." "~2 .]~I2I~fJE.&!3 IJ,S,!!!.el fl.546E+I2IA 2,0CJ0!.04 
Q8 4~2 .'~0'.E.0'J tI.~lqE.01 4,Q10E+IUI 2,113!+01 
QO "~3 -3.112E.rn ",.ebBE.01 3,273E+8~ 2.136E+I. 

t lihll 4.l -3~145E.03 a.'17! .. 01 !,61'E+00 2.te"!+114 
10\ ".a ·3~t"AE.l7I3 1.I.766E.81 0.01210£+00 2.183E.84 



APPENDIX B 

CRCP SUPPLEMENTARY SUBBASE, SLAB THICKNESS, 

REINFORCEMENT AND OVERLAY DESIGN PROCEDURE 





APPENDIX B. CRCP SUPPLEMENTARY SUBBASE, SLAB THICKNESS, 
REINFORCEMENT, AND OVERLAY DESIGN PROCEDURE 

This appendix presents material recommended as replacements in total 

for the appropriate sections of Appendix F of the Texas SDHPT Highway Design 

Division Operations and Procedures Manual in the format set out in the 

following pages: 

Specifically, 

Section B.I should replace Section F-IOS 

Section B.2 should replace Section F-I06(b) 

Section B.3 should replace Section F-I06(a) 

Section B.4 should replace Section F-IOS 

Section B.S should replace Section F-I09 
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Figure B.I is a Design Input Summary Sheet that lists all the input para

meters required to design the subbase, the slab thickness, and the reinforce

ment for a CRCP. In the following pages, details are given for obtaining 

these parameters and for the design of the components of a CRCP. Further 

reference will be made to this figure. 

A traffic analysis similar to the one shown in Fig B.2 should be obtained 

from D-IO using a standard request form similar to the one shown in Fig B.3. 

Note that the D-IO traffic data is given for one direction; that is, they 

consider a directional distribution factor of 0.5. Then, twice the estimate 

of the lS-k ESAL obtained from D-lO should be multiplied by a directional 

distribution factor and a lane distribution factor to define the design lane 

traffic: 

WD WIS- k (DD) (LD) 

where WD design lane traffic, IS-k ESAL 

highway over design period; 

WIS-k accumulated IS-k ESAL both directions of 

the highway over design period 

DD directional distribution factors, and 

LD = lane distribution factor. 

The directional distribution factor for several highways and locations 

in the state (taken from Ref 20), are shown in Table B.I. In this reference, 
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SUBBASE DESIGN 

Elastic 
Subbase Modulus 

Materials (psi) 

SLAB THICKNESS DESIGN 

Design K-Values on 
Top of Subbase (pci) 

Design 18-kip ESAL ________ __ 
Applications 

1 

Concrete Modulus 
of Elasticity 

______ (psi) 

LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT DESIGN 

Rebar 
Diameter 

Alternate 
Support Loss Trial 

Factor Thicknesses 

'Subbase Alternat1ves 
2 3 4 5 

Allowable Flexural (psi) 
Working Stress in Concrete 

Wheel Load 
Stress 

_____ (psi) 

Concrete 
Shrinkage 

_____ (in/in) Design Temperature __________ (OF) 

Concrete ________ (p s i) 
Tensile Strength 

TRANSVERSE REINFORCEMENT DESIGN 

Total Width 
of Slab 

Allowable Working 
Stress in Steel 

______ (in) 

______ (psi) 

Drop 

Thermal Coefficient. ________ __ 
Ratio a /a 

s c 

Subbase Friction 
Factor 

Cross-Sectional 
Area of Rebar 

_____ ---.:( in2) 

Fig B.l. Design input summary sheet. 



Average 
Daily Traffic Directional Design 

Distribution Hourly 
Description of Location 1975 1995 Factor Volume 

l. \-lest Loop Freeway 168,000 263, 000 57-43% 10.9% 
(IH 610) 
North of Southwest 
Freeway (US 59) 

2. South Freeway (SH 28R) 40,000 130,000 65-35% 14.1% 
North of South Loop 
Freeway (Ill 610) 

Fig B.2. 

Percent Percent 
Trucks Anticipated Tandem 

Annual Rate Axles in 
ADT DHV of Growth ATHWLD ATIlf'LD 

8.0 5.0 2.8% 14,500 LO 

I 
4.7 2.9 11.2% 14,500 10 

Traffic analysis for highway design. 

Total Number of Equivalent 18K 
Single Axle Load Applications 
Onc Direction Expected for a 

20-Year Design Period 
(19 to 19 ) 

Flexible Rigid 
Pavement Pavement 

55,619,000 81,655,000 

11,879,000 17,566,000 

-J 
~ 
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Date 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Traffic Data for Highway Design 

District -----------------------
Control and Section --------

From Sta.: To Sta.: -------------- -------------

Please furnish this office an estimate of the lS-k ESAL for 

rigid/flexible pavements, inches thick, from date of ----

construction to present, and from present to 20 years later. 

Fig B.3 Request form to D-IO for 
traffic data. 



TABLE B.1. ESTIMATED DIRECTION DISTRIBUTION FACTORS 
FOR CRCP IN TEXAS* (FROM REF 20) 

% Traffic 
Highway 
Section District EB or NB WE 

IH 10 13 30 

20 31 

24 34 

IH 20 10 57 

IH 30 1 49 

19 58 

IH 35 9 37 

IH 45 17 22 

or SB 

70 

69 

66 

43 

51 

42 

63 

78 

*This data may change with time as the direction of heavy loads may 
shift due to changing conditions. 

73 
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a relationship between percent of highway defects and percent of traffic 

to be assigned to each direction of the highway was developed; this rela

tionship was used to define the DD factors. If no data are available, a DD 

factor of 0.5 may be assumed. 

The lane distribution factor relates the number of l8-k ESAL moving in 

the heaviest traveled lane to the number moving in the same direction. For 

two-lane roadways (both directions), this factor is simply 1.00. For high

ways with more than one lane in each direction, this factor may vary be

tween .8 to 1.0 for two lanes in a single direction and .6 to .8 for 3 or 

more lanes in each direction. A conservative value (high) should be used 

if the lane distribution information is not known. 

SUBBASE DESIGN 

Subgrade [To Replace Fl06 (b)] 

The modulus of support or reaction k-value must be evaluated for the 

existing material. This value can be determined with plate load tests or 

through correlation with other soil tests such as presented in Ref 33. 

Evaluation for modulus of subgrade, k, by the plate-load test, is too 

cumbersome to be repeated often enough to account for variation within any 

new location project. Generally, the Engineer's experience and knowledge 

of local material is the best source of information. Soil surveys and 

laboratory tests will aid the Engineer in his estimate. For evaluation of 

existing pavements the Dynaflect has given useful data. It has been common 

practice to lime-stabilize clay subgrades to provide an all-weather working 

table to promote faster construction. Lime stabiliation has also been 

used to reduce potential swelling problems. In general, lime-stabilized 

subgrade does not provide significant structural support for the concrete 

slab. Asphalt or portland cement stabiliazation of sandy soild has been 

used infrequently for special problems, and, because of the lack of 

performance experience with this type design, it should not be considered 

as having additional structural value unless experience can be documented. 
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Subbase* 

A subbase is defined as a foundation course placed between the sub grade 

and the concrete pavement. The primary function of a subbase is to improve 

the foundation for the pavement so that the foundation can withstand the 

effect of large amounts of water that infiltrate the concrete pavement. 

Secondary functions include providing a working table for construction traffic 

and strengthening the foundation so that a lesser slab is required. A subbase 

achieves its primary function by being either erosion-resistant or a drainage 

layer in an overall drainage system that rapidly carries away the infiltrating 

water so that high pore pressures under load do not develop. The value of the 

subbase as a part of the load-carrying structure depends on its strength or 

modulus of elasticity as compared to the strength or modulus of the pavement 

slab. A stress analysis should be performed if consideration is to be given 

to the structural value of the subbase. 

The three types of materials that have proven most successful as water

resistant (non-pumping) subbases are: (1) durable, lean concrete; (2) erosion 

resistant soil cement; and (3) moisture resistant (non-stripping) bituminous 

mixtures. 

1. A lean portland cement concrete base of four inches or greater may 

be used if a bond breaker is provided to prevent cracks in the base 

from reflecting into the concrete pavement. It appears that the 

concrete base can have a relatively low cement factor if a good 

entrained air system can be achieved to provide adequate workability 

and sufficient durability. The optimum cement and air contents for 

the material to be used should be determined in the laboratory. 

2. Enough cement should be used in the soil cement base to assure an 

erosion resistant material. The Portland Cement Association recom

mends an increase in cement content for soil cement base to resist 

erosion where this material is used as riprap on dams. Bases under 

concrete pavement should have the same consideration since they are 

subject to similar or greater erosive action due to pumping. A bond 

breaker is needed to prevent the cracks in the soil cement from re

flecting through the concrete surface. 

*Taken from Appendix F of the "Texas SDHPT Operations and Procedures 
Manual," without change. 
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3. To provide erosion resistance in bituminous mixtures, relatively 

high asphalt content (low air voids) and either non-stripping ag

gregates or anti-stripping agents are required. Recent observa

tions have indicated that the benefits of a bituminous subbase may 

be reduced by the bonding of the concrete pavement to the subbase 

and the resultant reflection cracking of the pavement joints down 

through the subbase. 

After providing materials that will satisfy the primary function of be

ing non-erosive, the designer must be assured that these materials are of 

quality and quantity such that will provide an adequate working table for 

construction equipment and for foundation improvement (if this is a consid

eration in design). 

Stabilized subbases will be required under all concrete pavement except 

for the following three cases: 

1. In areas where other materials have given satisfactory performance 

for a similar design and traffic. 

2. In areas where the cost of subbase approaches the cost of the con

crete slabs and where there are concrete curbs or concrete should

ers or where concrete slab extends a minimum of 3 feet beyond the 

shoulder line, the subbase may be deleted by increasing the 

slab thickness a minimum of 3 inches. A cost analysis will be nec

essary to justify the extra slab thickness in lieu of a design with 

a subbase. 

3. Where the contractor elects to place the subbase with the concrete 

pavement in one pass, the material specified for the pavement will 

be used for the entire depth. This would probably be economical in 

only a few locations and where the design is non-reinforced or 

lightly reinforced slabs. In this type design the dowel bars re

main the same size but reinforcing steel and tie bars will have to 

be increased in size to keep the area of the steel at approximately 

the same percentage of the slab's cross-sectional area. 

Subbase Design [To be inserted in Section Fl06 between Sections (c) and (d)] 

There are two important factors to be considered in evaluating the 

strength of the proposed subbase-on-subgrade combination. These are (a) im

proved support strength of the layered system and (b) the capability of a 
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layered system to maintain its strength and integrity under heavy highway 

traffic loadings in the presence of moisture or marginal drainage conditions. 

The effect of the composite k-value due to the layered effect of the 

pavement structure may be accounted for as described below under "Effect of 

Layered System." In using this approach, the designer assumes the material 

does not lose its integrity due to water erosion. Since most unstabilized 

materials and some stabilized materials lose part of their integrity during 

their service life due to pumping, consolidation, erosion, etc., this effect 

must be considered in design. 

Effect of Layered System. The design chart for evaluating the effect 

of the layers in the structure is shown in Fig B.4. The material parameters 

required in this analysis are the stiffness of the subbase material and the 

modulus of sub grade reaction. The designer begins with a trial or preselected 

subbase thickness and projects the corrected k-value at the top of the 

subbase. 

If more than one material is being used for the subbase layer, the 

designer may take this into account by applying this procedure for each layer. 

The first time through gives the corrected support value at the top of the 

first layer. With this value and the thickness and stiffness of the next 

layer, a new k-va1ue at the top of the next layer is determined. The process 

is repeated until the k-va1ue immediately below the concrete pavement is ob

tained. This procedure may be used to determine the structural contribution 

of a drainage layer if it is provided. 

Correction for Erodability and/or Loss of Support. The influence of 

material erodabi1ity and support loss on the long-range characteristics of 

subbase support may be evaluated by using Fig B.S. The composite k-va1ue from 

Fig B.4 is projected from the horizontal axis to the appropriate support loss 

factor of the subbase material. The design k-va1ue will always be equal to or 

less than the layered k-value, with the reduction depending on the material 

quality and its ability to resist erosion and movement. 

A "support loss factor" (LF) is assigned to subbase materials to account 

for support loss over the life of the pavement. This factor ranges from a to 

3, with a representing no erosion of the subbase and 3 representing the 

erosion of a highly erosion-susceptible material. 
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At the present time, no tests are available that may be used to directly 

determine this factor. Suggested values for several categories of subbase 

systems are presented in Table B.2. 

SLAB THICKNESS DESIGN [To Replace Section Fl06(a») 

The slab thickness design is based on the revised AASHTO rigid pavement 

design equation which relates the number of l8-kip ESAL applications to a 

selected level of serviceability. The effect of voids between the concrete 

slab and subbase is incorporated in this equation indirectly through the 

K-value due to their effects on serviceability at the AASHO Road Test. A 

cor=ection may also be applied to the composite k-value on top of the subbase 

for soils that have high differential expansive or settlement characteristics 

sinee voids may be produced. For these conditions, a support loss factor of 

1 to 3 is suggested. The effects of tied concrete shoulders and adjacent 

lanes are incorporated into the design deducting one inch in thickness from 

the value given by the nomograph, if experience has shown that the resulting 

thickness will be satisfactory. 

The following input quantities to the thickness design should be recorded 

on the input summary sheet in Fig B.l: 

(1) number of l8-kip ESAL applications expected over the design period 
in the design lane (Section Fl05); 

(2) the allowable working flexural stress in the concrete; 

(3) the concrete modulus of elasticity; and 

(4) the design modulus of reaction (k-value) on top of the subbase 
[Section Fl06(b)]. 

The nomograph for easy solution of the design equation is shown in 

Fig B.6. The design thickness is found by first making the appropriate input 

values on the various scales. Then, starting at the far left on the traffic 

scale, a line is constructed passing through the values on the traffic scale 

and working stress and intersecting turning line 1. Next, a similar line is 

constructed through the design values on the k-value and modulus of elasticity 

scales and projected to turning line 2. The thickness is then located by 

constructed lines and the two turning lines. The thickness may be estimated 

to the nearest tenth of an inch. 



TABLE B.2. TYPICAL SUPPORT LOSS FACTORS 
OF SUBBASE MATERIALS 

Support Loss 
Stable 

Material Subgrage 

Lean concrete base 0 

Cement aggregate mixtures o - 1 

Asphalt treated base o - 1 

Bituminous stabilized 
mixtures o - 1 

Lime stabilized materials 1 - 2 

Unbound granular materials 1 - 3 

Fine grained materials 2 - 3 
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Factor 
Unstable 
Subgrade 

1 - 2 

1 - 2 

1 - 2 

1 - 2 

2 - 3 

2 - 3 

2 - 3 
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REINFORCEMENT DESIGN [To Replace Section FlOB] 

The principal reinforcement in CRCP is the longitudinal steel which is 

essentially continuous throughout the length of the pavement. Transverse 

reinforcement is provided to a lesser degree in some pavements. Other rein

forcement is used at terminal anchorages, construction joints, and edges of 

pavements with tied shoulders. These other types of reinforcement are 

discussed elsewhere. 

The longitudinal reinforcement is used to control cracks which form in 

the pavement due to volume change in the concrete. It is the restraint of 

the concrete due to the steel reinforcement and subbase friction which causes 

the concrete to fracture. A balance between the properties of the concrete 

and the reinforcement must be achieved to cause the pavement to respond in 

a satisfactory manner. It is the evaluation of this interaction which forms 

the basis of this reinforcement design. 

The purpose of transverse reinforcement in a CRC pavement is to control 

the width of any longitudinal cracks which may form. Transverse reinforcement 

is not required for CRC pavements in which no longitudinal cracking is likely 

to occur. However, if longitudinal cracking does occur, transverse rein

forcement will restrain lateral movement and minimize the deleterious effects 

of a free edge. 

Longitudinal Reinforcement 

The design procedure presented here may be systematically performed 

using Worksheet 1 (Fig B.7). Space is provided for entering the appropriate 

design inputs, intermediate results, and calculations for determining the 

required amount of longitudinal steel reinforcement. The design inputs may 

be taken from the completed input summary sheet in Fig B.l. A separate work

sheet, i.e., Worksheet 2 (Fig B.8), is provided for design revisions. 

Limiting Design Criteria. To determine levels of steel reinforcement 

for a CRC pavement, limits on acceptable levels of crack spacing, crack 

width, and steel stress are established which minimize distress manifestations 

common to this pavement type. These levels are based on theoretical consid

erations and field performance studies. These limiting levels are then used 
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Input Input 
Variable Value Variable Value 

Rebar in Wheel Load psi 
Diameter Stress 

Concrete in/in Design Temp of 

Shrinkage Drop 

Concrete psi Thermal Coeffi-
Tensile Strength cient Ratio a /a 

s c 

Crack Crack Steel Design 
Spacing Hidth Stress Steel 

Range 

Value of Hin: 3.5 ft 
Limiting Criteria Max 8.0 ft in psi 

Minimum 
Required Steel p* 
Percentage min 

Maximum C>< X Required Steel Pi, 

Percentage 
max 

*Enter the largest percentage across line 

If P P. then reinforcement criteria are in conflict. 
max < m1n 

Use Worksheet 2 if reinforcement Criteria are in conflict. 

Fig B.7. Worksheet 1. Longitudinal reinforcement design. 
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Change in Value from Previous Trial 

Parameter Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial 
2 3 4 5 6 

Rebar 
Diameter (2) 

Concrete 
Shrinkage 

Concrete Tensile 
Strength (2) 

\.Jheel Load 
Stress 

Design Temperature 
Drop (1) 

Crack Width 
Criterion 

Steel Stress 
Criterion 

Required Steel % minimum 
for Crack Spacing 

maximum 

Required Steel % 
for Crack Width 

Required Steel % 
for Steel Stress 

Minimum % 
Reinforcement P 

min 

Haximum % 
Reinforcement P 

max 

1. Change in this parameter will affect crack width criterion. 
2. Change in this parameter will affect crack stress criterion. 

Fig B.8. Worksheet 2. Revised Longitudinal reinforcement design. 
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to estimate the required level of reinforcement which will cause the pavement 

to satisfactorily respond to the anticipated environmental and vehicular 

loading conditions. 

Crack Spacing. Limits placed on crack spacing are derived from 

consideration of spa11ing and punchouts. A maximum desirable crack spacing is 

derived from a correlation between crack spacing and incidence of spa11ing 

(Ref 13). A maximum crack spacing limit for use in design of 8.0 feet is 

recommended (Ref 13). A minimum desirable crack spacing is derived from con

sideration of the effect of slab length on the formation of punchouts. A 

limiting value on the minimum crack spacing of 3.5 feet is recommended for 

use in this design procedure. These criteria may be adjusted for effects of 

slab thickness, experience, and other considerations, as presented in Ref 13. 

Crack Width. The magnitude of the crack width influences spa11ing and 

water infiltration into the pavement. Water infiltration is controlled by 

limits on the permanent crack width, which is related to permanent deformation 

of the reinforcing steel. This will be covered under the design criteria for 

steel stress. 

The limiting criteria on crack width is derived from consideration of 

spa11ing (Ref 13). The primary spa11ing mechanism has been attributed to the 

combination of stresses resulting from environmental and vehicular loading. 

Crack width, which is a function of temperature dependent horizontal stresses, 

has been correlated with spa11ing. 

The limiting crack width is determined with Fig B.9, using the selected 

design temperature drop. A vertical line is projected from the design temper

ature drop to the turning line. A horizontal line is projected from this 

intersection to the crack width scale. The limiting crack width is then read 

off this scale. The limiting criteria increase with temperature drop, 

reflecting the fact that the support conditions freeze at low temperatures, 

thus reducing deflection. 

Steel Stress. Limiting criteria are placed on steel stresses to guard 

against steel fracture and excessive permanent deformation. To guard against 

steel fracture, a limiting stress of 3/4 the ultimate tensile strength is set. 

The conventional limit on steel stress is 3/4 the yield point so that the 

steel does not undergo any plastic deformation. Based on past experience, 

many miles of CRC pavement have performed satisfactorily even though the 
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steel stress was predicted to be above the yield point. This led to 

reconsideration of these criteria and allowance for a small amount of 

permanent deformation (Ref 13). 

Values of allowable steel stress for use in this design procedure are 

listed in Table B.3 as a function of rebar size and concrete strength. The 

indirect tensile strength should be that determined using Ref 13. The limit

ing steel stresses are for 60 ksi steel meeting ASTM A 6lS specifications. 

Guidance for determination of allowable steel stress for other types of 

steel is provided in Ref 13. 

Design Charts. The longitudinal steel design for CRC pavements is based 

upon the estimated steel percentage required to satisfy the limiting criteria 

on crack spacing, crack width, and steel stress. This estimate is made using 

the three design charts presented in Fig B.lO, B.ll, and B.12. These design 

charts are based on a regression analysis of a fractional factorial study of 

computer program CRCP2 reported in Ref 12. A design chart is provided for 

each of the limiting criterion developed in the previous section. It is 

recommended that the designer use the computer program CRCP-2 for special or 

unusual conditions. 

The following inputs described in Ref 32 listed on Fig B.l are used to 

determine the required steel reinforcement percentage: 

f t = concrete indirect tensile strength, psi. 

a wheel load stress: Fig B.13 may be used to estimate this stress. 
w 

% concrete shrinkage at 28 days, in./in. 

o = reinforcing bar diameter, in. 

a /a = ratio of thermal coefficients of steel to concrete. 
s c 

TD = design temperature drop, F. 

Recommended values of concrete properties and design temperature drops 

are given on Tables B.4 and B.S. It is important to note, in Table B.l, that 

different properties should be considered for the PC concrete depending on 

the aggregate type used in the mix. Suggested temperature drops to use in 

some parts of the state are given on Table B.S. These values are only guid

lines and should be replaced if better information is available. 
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TABLE B.3 ALLOWABLE STEEL STRESS, KSI (After Red 13) 

Indirect Tensile Strength Rebar Size 
of Concrete at 28 days, psi 

114 115 116 

<300 65 57 54 -

400 67 60 55 

500 67 61 56 

600 67 63 58 

700 67 65 59 

>800 67 67 60 -
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TABLE B.4. RECOMMENDED VALUES OF CONCRETE PROPERTIES 
FOR THE DESIGN OF CRCP 

Concrete Coarse Aggregate 
Limestone Siliceous 

Modulus of elasticity, psi 4.5 x 106 6.0 x 106 

Tensile strength factor* 0.67 0.63 

Shrinkage, in/in 0.0005 0.0003 

Thermal coefficient ratio 
a: fa: ** 

s c 1. 70 1. 35 

*The tensile strength factor (FST) is used to determine the concrete 
tensile strength (f) from the allowable working flexural stress in 
the concrete (fF), by means of the equation: 

f = TSF x fF 

**This thermal coefficient ratio (a: fa: ) was calculated using a 
thermal coefficient of steel (a: )sofc6 x 10-6/ o F. 

s 



TABLE B.S. RECOMMENDED VALUES FOR THE DESIGN TEMPERATURE 
DROP* TO BE USED FOR THE DESIGN OF CRCP 

Location t:.T 

Amarillo 85 

Austin 80 

Dallas-Ft. Worth 80 

El Paso 85 

Galveston 65 

Houston 65 

Lubbock 90 

Port Arthur 65 

San Antonio 80 

Victoria 65 

Waco 80 

Wichita Falls 85 

*The design temperature drop (t:.T) is defined as the algebraic 
difference between the expected temperature at the time of placing 
the concrete and the minimum expected temperature during the life 
time of the pavement. 
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The design charts are used by constructing a continuous line across the 

chart intersecting the appropriate design values on the various scales. The 

design charts are constructed with the limiting criterion scale on the right. 

This allows the designer to begin with the limiting criterion and working to 

the left, to solve for the required steel percent. 

The design charts may also be used to predict the response of a CRC 

pavement by starting with the steel percentage and working backwards, to the 

left, to the estimated crack spacing, crack width, or steel stress. This 

procedure may be used to check the appropriateness of a final design. 

The following procedure may be used to determine the 

amount of longitudinal reinforcement. 

(1) List design input values and limiting criteria in the appropriate 

spaces on Worksheet 1 (Fig B.7). 

(2) Solve for the required amount of steel reinforcement to satisfy 

each limiting criterion using the design charts in Figs B.IO, B.II, 

and B.12. Record the resulting steel percentages in the provided 

spaces on Worksheet 1. 

(3) If P >P., go to step 4. 
max- mln 

If P <P., 
max mln 

(a) Review the design inputs and decide which input to revise. 

(b) Indicate the revised design inputs on Worksheet 2 (Fig B.8). 

corresponding change in the limiting criteria as influenced 

by the change in design parameter and record this on Worksheet 

2. Check to see if the revised inputs affect the subbase and 

slab thickness design. It may be necessary to reevaluate the 

subbase and slab thickness design. 

(c) Rework the design nomographs and enter the resulting steel 

percentages on Worksheet 2. 

(d) If P >P., to to step 4. 
max- mln 

If P <P., repeat this step 
max mln 

using the space provided on Worksheet 2 for additional trials. 

(4) Determine the range in the number of rebars required: 

N. = mln 

P. W D 
.01273 ___ m_l_n ___ s __ 

02 
(B.3.1) 



where 

N 
max 

N 
max 

P . m1n 

P 
max 

W 
s 

D 

P W D .01273 max s 

f/J2 
(B.3.2.) 

minimum required number of rebars, 

maximum required number of rebars, 

minimum required percent steel, 

maximum required percent steel, 

total width of pavement section, in., 

thickness of concrete layer, in., and 

rebar diameter, in. 

(5) Determine the final steel design by selecting the total number of 

rebars in the final design section, ND i ' such that ND . is es gn eS1gn 

a whole integer number between N. and N 
m1n max 

Transverse Reinforcement Design 
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The design of transverse reinforcement and tie bars is based on the sub

grade drag theory similar to the method in Ref 34. The inputs to determine 

the required steel percentage are the total width of the pavement section, 

subbase friction factor, and the allowable stress in the steel. The total 

width of the pavement section should include the width of tied shoulders if 

present. 

The solution for the required amount of transverse steel may be obtained 

with the nomograph in Fig B.14. The steel percentage is determined by con

structing a line starting at the pavement width on scale 1, passing through 

the subbase friction factor on scale 2, and intersecting the turning line. 

A line is then constructed from this point on the turning line through the 

allowable steel stress on scale 4. The steel percentage is then read off of 

scale 3 at the intersection with the previously constructed line. 

The required percent transverse steel may also be determined by evalua

ting the equation indicated at the top of Fig B.14. 
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(I) 
150 

120 
110 
100 
90 
80 
70 
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40 

20 

10 

Ws 1FT 

Example Problem: 

hi 
s 

F 

f 
s 

36 ft. 

1.5 

30,000 psi 

Solution: 
P

t 
= .085% 

NOMOGRAPH SOLVES Pt = Ws F x 100 
2 fs 

Scale: 

( 3) 
0.005 

( 4) 
70,000 
60,000 

50,000 

40,000 

30.000 

20,000 

10,000 
fs ,psi 

P
t 

Transverse steel, % 

U Slab width, feet 
s 

F 

f 
s 

Subbase friction factor 

Allowable working stress 
in steel, psi 
(.75 yield strength) 

Fig B.l4. Transverse steel reinforcement design chart. 
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The required percent steel determined above is based on a concrete unit 

weight of 144 lb/ft. This percentage may be adjusted for concretes of dif

fering unit weights as follows: 

= 

where 

P corrected percent transverse stee, tc 

P = percent transverse steel computed above, and 
t 

W
t 

unit weight of concrete, lb/ft3 . 

Determination of the unit weight of concrete is covered under ASTM C 138-75 

and AASHTO T 121 test specifications. 

The steel percentage determined above is the amount of the reinforcement 

required to keep a longitudinal crack which forms in the center of the pave

ment closed. The amount of transverse reinforcement may be reduced toward 

the edges of the pavement as illustrated in Fig B.1S. 

The percent transverse steel may be converted to spacing between rein

forcing bars as follows: 

where 

y = \ 
P D 

t 

x 100 

Y transverse steel spacing, in., 

= cross-sectional area of transverse reinforcing 
steel, in., 

P
t 

percent transverse steel, and 

D pavement thickness, in. 

Some continuously reinforced concrete pavements have been designed with

out transverse reinforcement. These pavements should perform satisfactorily 

unless longitudinal cracking occurs, It is recommended that all CRC pave-

ments contain transverse reinforcement, especially in areas where frost

susceptible or expansive soils exist. If longitudinal cracking does occur, 

the transverse reinforcement will restrain lateral movement and eliminate the 

deleterious effects of free edges. 
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Influence Line 

Position Acros s Pavem ent 

± + 

P
T 

Design percent steel in center of pavement, 

H Total width of pavement slab, 
s 

X Distance from a free edge to the most interior 
point of the area under consideration, 

Px Reduced percent transverse steel at location X, 

~ Concrete placement module. 

Fig B.IS. Reduction of transverse steel across pavement. 
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OVERLAY [To Replace Section Fl09] 

The design of an overlay is unique to each particular project. The most 

common practice is the use of asphaltic concrete pavement to restore service

ability. This may also, for a time, reduce joint maintenance and improve 

drainage characteristics, but it does not provide long-term solution to most 

problems. Considerable thickness of asphaltic concrete is needed to provide 

structural value and to postpone reflection cracking. A detailed study of 

the existing surface and a thorough analysis of the expected results should 

be performed in the consideration of an asphaltic concrete pavement overlay. 

A limited amount of experience is available in the use of relatively 

thin continuously reinforced overlays. A minimum thickness of 6 inches has 

given satisfactory performance. Experience in other states indicates that 

thinner, more economical overlays may be appropriate in some cases. A 

thorough analysis of existing conditions and possible solutions should be 

performed for each project. 

The computer program RPOD2 (Ref 25) can be used for the detailed 

analysis; this program is available on the Texas SDHPT computer and a copy 

of the input guide has been included in Appendix C of this report. The 

program will output a thickness-traffic relationship for the specific condi

tions of the project which the designer uses with his known traffic to obtain 

the design thickness. A typical curve for a recent overlay project has been 

included as Fig B.16. The total equivalent l8-kip ESAL single axle load 

expected in the design lane from Section FIOS is used to enter the graph for 

determining the overlay thickness. 

Deciding When to Overlay. An equation has been developed using past 

condition survey data in the state to decide when to overlay a CRCP (Ref 19). 

The equation is 

z 2.113 - 0.138F - 0.032MS - 0.020SS 

where 

z overlay decision index; 

F failures per mile; 

MS minor spalling, percent; and 

SS severe spalling percent. 
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For any given pavement section, the input parameters have to be obtained 

by surveying the distress condition of the road. These parameters are sub

stituted in the equation to obtain the z value. If the z value is smaller 

than zero, the pavement is a candidate to be overlayed. If the z value is 

positive, the pavement is in good condition; the higher the z value, the 

better the condition of the pavement. 
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RIGID P,AVEMENT OVERLAY DESIGN PROGRAM (RPOD2) INPUT GUIDES 

This appendix presents two input guides for use with RPOD2; a random 

order input guide recommended for most users and a fixed order input guide 

intended to be a user's manual. If the user desires a more detailed des

cription of the procedure, he is directed to the Center for Transportation 

Research Report 177-13, by Otto Schnitter, W. R. Hudson, and B. F. McCul

lough. The two input guides presented herein are excerpts from that report. 





RPOD2 

RANDOH ORDER INPUT GUIDE 





G U IDe: 

J~STRUc'!nNS TO THE PROGRAM ARt SUPPLIEO IN THE FO~M OF 
nYRECTIVES. A OIRE(TIVf OCCUPI~S EITHER THE FIRST OR SECOND 

III 

HAl F ('IF ,. CARD (C(1llJ~~~.S 1 ... Q\II nH ~1 ... R{i\). THE FIRST EIGHT CHARAC-
TERS OF EACH OJRtCTIVE CONTAIN A KEYWORD IDfNTIFYJNG TME TVPE 
nF I~FnRM.TlnN BEI~G fNTERFO. ALL KEVWORDS MAY BE ABBREYIATED 
TO THfIR FIRST FrlllR CHARACTEHS; THE PEST OF THE IDENTIFIER I! 
t~NnR~O. IF THf FIRST rUUR CHARACTERS OF A DIRECTIVE ARE BLANK, 
ThEN THE WHOl~ OIHECTIVf IA SKIPPtD, ANn READING CONTINUES ~ITH 
THf NFxr DIRECTIVF. THTS MFAf'16 THAT ALL DI~ECTYVES MAV BfGIN IN 
cnLIJ~r" ('II~E. AT THf OFTION OF THE USFR. 

~n~E THAN n~E PPORLfM MAY ijE SOLVED IN A SINGLE fXECUTION OF 
THE. PRpr;IHM, fACf-l PRnelE~ IS PREFACFD ~ITH A .PRORLEM. DTRECTIVE 
ANO THf LAST PROBU:.M nF A RUN IS TE'~~INATEO BY AN IIIEND. DIRECTIVE. 
Att PFLFVUJT P~FOJ.lMATtOt-' MIIST HE SliPPLIED FOR THE FIRST PROBLEM 
nF A A~N VIA THF VAArnlJS DIJ.lECTI~ES ~~ICH ARE FXPL AINED BELOW. 
SURSEf'JUF:."'T PROHLFFS II\) f"iE SAME RUN r-.EE'O rH,jL Y SPEClFY DIRf.CTIVES 
WHICH ARE TO RF. CHAI\:(;FO; ALL OTHER VALUES tIIILL SF RETAINEO FROM 
THE PAECfnt~G PRO~LEM, wITH THE f~CFPTlnN nf THF COk~ER DIRECTIVE, 
W H I C HAP P l J F. S (l t-.j L y TOn. E U' R R E '" T PRO B L EM, A' l ()A TAO N A 5 IN G L f 
D I R F C T J V F MUS T "" f:. S LI P P L 1 EO, ~w W E V f R, E 'II F N IF or~ L y nNE. N U '" HER I S 
rtEING CH.H"GF::D. 

All DI~FCTIVES ShARf A COMMeN FOk~AT, A~T THE MEANINGS OF 
THE FIfLDS OlFFER DFPFNDING ON T~~ kEv~nRD ID~NTIFIER. THESE 
SPfC1FJC MEANINGS AW~ nrSCRr~EO ~fl.Ow UNDER THE HEADINbS OF 
THE APPROP~tATE K~Y~ORDS. T~E GENEPAL FORMAT IS AS FOLLO~S' 

FIF"U" cnLtJt-HJ TVPE OF FORMAT 
NAMf ~,;UMRf F-I S VAl.lIE UREr) ... -._ .... _._.--. ---...... ----.-

KEYWORO 1.b CHARACTER 2AI.I 
rVL q·l" UHEGE"R 12 
VAL(I) 1 1.?~ Rf AL F H~.~ 
vAt. (2) 2j·?S PEAL F5.~ 
VAL 01 ?b .. 3V1 ~f:AL Ft;,.~ 

tTYPf:(tl 31 .. .3(.1 eriAl-< ACTER A~ 

ITVPF, (2) ,5-"'" C~APAr:H.R ,. t~ 

A~nlNG "~ TO THf COLUMNS LISTEn AsnVE GIV~S THE CORRESPONDING 
COL lJ f'o\ ~I "1 1I 1-1 fI F f( F 1"1 R A rn R f C Tl v E \tj 11 r n~ I S P II N C ~ E 0 1. NTH ESE C " NO,", At. F 
OF THf CARD. 
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sn~f OIRECTTVfS REQlIIRE FURTHER VALUES FRDM CARDS ~HICH ARE 
PLACE!' I~~~PJATELY AFTER THE CARD O~ WHICH THf DIRECTIVE APPEARS. 
THFSF rA~DS WILL HE NFAD IN 8F10,0 'ORHAT. AS MANY CARDS AS ARE 
'Jff OF!'; TO HOLD THF NIiMBFR OF VALUES TO BE tNPllT SHOULD ElE 
5UPPLIFn. IF T~u SUCH PIRFCTIVES ARE PUNCHED O~ A SINGLE CARD, 
THE FXTRA CAROS FOR T!oIE DIHECTIVf UJ COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 4e SHOULD 
PQECFrE THDS~ Rf~~IRED FOR TH~ rNE IN COLUMNS 41 THROUGH e0. 

K> E Y ~ n R 0 o T C TID N A R V 

BOND BKR 
•••• • •• 

THtS DIRECTIVE IS NEVfR REQUIPE~, IF IT DOES NOT APPEAR, 
THFN THE DEFAULT VALUES FOR THE RClNI' aPEA~ER LAVER WILL BE USED. 
UE~'AlJl T VAUI~S ""ILL ALSO HE SUPPl tED FOR ANV FIELO ON THE 
~TRFCTTVE WHJCH IS LfFT SlANK. 

NltTE THAT A HflNO BRE.AKEf.' LAVE~ IS O'-lLY USED IF THE .UNSOII! 
rpTln~ IS SElFCT(~ rN THE OvERLAY OI~ECTtVE, INDICATING THAT 
AN UNPnNDfr OVE~LAV IS TO H~ ~UTLT (~~E CO~MENTS FOR O~fRLAV 
nTRECTYVE eEln~l. IF T~IS OPTION IS NOT SPfCIFlfn, THEN THE 
R n N D I-l ~ E A J( E R f"I F. R r:: p t P T JlH: w 11 L R FIG NOR En, A L THO II G H THE " A L U E 5 
5U!=»PLHD wILL STILL HF AVAHABLE" Ttl SUBSEQUENT PIooI(18LE MS. 

FIELD OEFINITIONS: 

V~Lrt) = ""Of'ULUS of BONO SREAI<ER LAVER IN PST, 
(DEFAULT IS lA~OI~~.P) 

\lAI (2) = THln,Nf~S nF AnNO BREA~ER LAYER IN INCHES. 
(OEFAUI.T IS t,O!) 

~Al Dl = PflISSON/S R.TJC FOR AO"'lO BREAKER LAVER 
(DFFAUl T IS "'.3) 

CORNfR ....... 
THIS ''!PfCTIvF IS.NF-'VfR REGuIRED, TT 19 liSEn ONLY "ITM ,JCP 

ExISTHIG PAVEMOJT, ANn PROVTDES A H~'ASUR~D RATIO ('IF CORNER 
OFFL~CTI0k TO INTf~TrR nEFL~CTI~N ~IIR A GIVEN PAVEMENT SECTION, 
THIS RATIO '5 USEr TO OATAIN THE LOAD LOCATION (STRESS AnJUSTHENT) 
FACTO~ FOR THE DETE~MINATTO~ OF REMAINING LIFE AND, FnR JCP 
OVERLAYS, OF ESTIMATED OVERLAV LIF~. THf LOAD LOCATION FACTOR 
TS "e:TER~INFn U5IilG INTE"~P(Il .. ATI(1N JI\.I A CURVE nF STRESS RATIO 
VS. OEFLFCTION RAftn, THIS DIRECTIVE APPLIES ONLV TO THE PROBLEM 
l~tTH I'IHtCH tT WAS HEAn. DEFAULT VAllIE" OF T!oIE' I.,OAD LOCATION 
FACTOR FOR ,rcp EJ:ISTH,G P/lVF.MENT AND JCP/JCP ('IVFRl.AYS IS 1.5. 

FIELD nEFYNITIONS: 

VAL(I) : RATto OF D~FLfCTION MEASURED AT A CORNER (JCP) 
TO THAT t-lE.ASIIRED AT AN INTERIOR pnINT. 
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r.FFLfCT ........ 
1 .,. T S n 1 ~ F r TI v r- 1 S R F IJ U H~ E D TC' I) f S I G I,) A 1 t T h ~ "" A G t-jJ T U DE 0 f T ... E 

f1 f: SIP, f') e: F I fI': Tln"'l , J T S L 0 CAT r U"'; cr ~ C fa ",1 F S 1 A ~·I C Cd} J\ DIN ATE S )\11 IT H 
kFSPFCT Tr'i tHE UlAIJ I"HEELS nF TI>1e: nFFLFCTJ£1N ~FASIIRJNG DEvICE IS 
x = ~.0f Y = 0.~. 

IF THE LOAns 11IHrTIvr TS l.EFT OUT, THEN THE' D'1'NAFlE'CT IS 
t. S 5 U '" F D 1 (1 p, F T ... F f) ~ ~ LEe TIn N MEA 5 II ~ I r-. r; n f:. v I C ~ A ~I D ro N L '{ THE 0 e: S I G N 
P f F U. r fJ n~· (IJ E T F!-U-I T q n nw M ME. AS U j:.' E I'" p. T r-; RET \II F. E'" T H F 0 V N A F L E C T 
L t1 A () "I-; F F. L S) r s ~ r I~ l IRE!) , 

TF TI415 D1RErTTVt ANn THE lUADS "IRECTIV~ 80TH ARE LEFT OUT, 
ThE'" HiE ~nr'I.Jl,U5 "'EIlLs O~J 1HF StiRGPADE LAyE" DIRECTIvE WJLL BE 
I J S f D F P R F! a H~ F l( 1ST PI G P A II t: ,..q: N T HI n (') II f R L A V L. 1F f CAL C II L A TI 0"" 5 , 

VALr" = DESIGN DEFLfCTYON IN INCHes, THJS DF~LECTIO~ S~OULD 
BE H~P~tSENTAT!VE Of THf ~ORf OISTRESSEn PORT InNS 
OF T"'E PAVFHf-.NT, Ht.NCt-· ft. ~lNIMII,,", C('lNF'IDE~'CE" LEVF.L 
('IF q~ P~~CtNT IS RfCOM~FhOFD. 

FNI) _ ... 
T !-I T S n I I< f r: T I v f T,.,. FOR I'll S T H f ~ R 0 r; P A to< T HAT N [l ~ 0 REP R (1 B L HI 5 

II F< E' TC J REF ~ Feu T f 1'1 p. T H I 1; k II ~: , F V F R V 11': PUT [if- C K ,... U 5 Teo 1\1 TAl "J 

A II~ t ~j r"' I'll F1 ~ C T 1 V F, E v ~ ~I ! f il N L V r; N E PRO R I EM J S Tn REA N A L Y 1 Eli. 
THIS 0TRECTIV~ ~AR Nr PARA~FT~~S. 

LAd nATA .-. -_ ... 
THIS I1IJ:<FCTTVl 18 RH.1UTj.'EO IF n"F. LOAI'I UtliDER ''JHICH TH~ 

n!: F L F C T1 (It. to< r:: AS 1I R HI Ft. r S wE K F T A K r. ~ D [ n t. R S 5 I G N InC A N Tl y FRO,", 
Tt1F 1101.I<IP STrJGLF A);Lf DESIGN l.PAf'. THTS DATA JS USE!) TO DETER. 
MIN f. THE ~ L n P F n F T H. S 1I B (; f~ A D f. R f S tL If: NT'" n D U l U ~ v 5 t f) f: V tAT 0 I< 
S 1 R f 5 S C IJ k V E • T IN [1 (J P lIn N l; <\ t? E:. 1\ V A tl A R L F for) R T N PUT T T ~ r; T HIS I' A T A • 

n P T I (1 j'\ 1. T H F.: u S t ~ C,\ N H-J IJ I , T T h FAr.. T tJ A l () A TAP n J ~~ T S ( FRO p.I L A f3 
TESTS nF SU~fiRA"~ SAM~LES D~TfH~INI~G ~ERILrENT MonULuS AS A 

F-> Ii fJ C rT n '" n F [) f V lA TIl t:l S T R f.: S S' A N l' H" ~ P R ('l G r.I A ~ \oJ 1 L Len M P 1I T E T M E. 
S I > (1 PEn F T ,.. F.- r: u f.> V f. T H F 111\ J ~1 h f R 11 F nAT A p n I N T S T n BE REA 0 I S 
SPF.CIFTFf" 0"1 THF r'HFr:TJvf CARn, PAlwfJl VALtJES OF- RESILIENT 
M (IOU III S ~ ~>i 0 r [Ii" P f: ~ p (: rJilT N G n F v I A T 0 J-' 5 T R f S S ARE 10' f Ar' ,. ROM CAR 0 S 
I~"\E.DIATF.LY rnLLfi;'iH,(; THJ:i f)1J"./FCT]Vf pJ 8Ft"'.'" FnR~AT. A I'4JNIMU,,", 
n F T ~ C' P n H' T S HJI; A H A )( t 1-11 J!'I 0 F 1 ~ 101 A Y t:i E SUP P L IE r) • NOt E T I-i II T 
~ 0 U R P n H, 1 SeA'" B f P Ij ~ C ... E:: (l OIl A S It I r; U CAR D , T HAT N ('I F 1 ~. Lf') 5 CAN 
RF SKIPPED ANn THAT as MANf CARns AS AAf ~ECESSAHY TO REAn TME 
DATA MUST ~f ppnV1DfD. 
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r,p T lin' 2. T H T SOP TI II N ALL n 10. S T "" E I) S E R TOr ~ P lJr T Ii E S LOP E 0 F THE 
L AA DAr~ CURVE. T1 IS IMPORTANT TO ~,OTE THAT THf SLOPE REPRESENTS 
A CHANr,F, IN THE" LflG llF THE I.iESILlENT ~.10I)ULl;S nVEw A CHANGE IN THE 
lOr. (") F' Ui E ['\ F v rAT u ~ S T RES S • S L C P F S r, r.t E. A n- R T HAN I) R E (,J U A L TO Z fRO 
A~E N0T ALln~~n. 10 TNPUT THIS SLOPE, THE USER MUST SET IVL • t 
(IINDER THF FIELO Or:F1NIlIONS BELOw' AND ENTER VAL(l) • SLOPE, 

FlfLD nfFINJTIO~SI 

1\11 = NIlj..18Bl of LAH DATA POlNTS TO 8E REAl'. 
VAlet) = SLOP~ rF LA~ DATA CURVE (READ nNLV IF IVL ~ 1), 

l.AYER ---.. 
THIS DJRfC'IV~ nFFINES THf PROPERTIES OF A SINGLE LAVER 

rF lHe EXISTING ~AVFMF~T. A LAYE~ rlRECTIVE IS REQUIRED FOR 
F .A CHI AYE R n nvJ '" T nAN n J N r 1I11'l J ,., G T H F SUA G ~ A n E • AFT E R T HE 
FIR::; T P R n B L f ~~ I T .l S I-l n S 5 I f:l' F TOe HAN G E 01 E V A l.lI F S FOR A SIN G L E 
I A V nO! \01' I Ht (1 LJ TAl T E' ~ 1 ~I C J T H f_ (I THE t:( S tH' ! r-,. C L U I)J N G II. L A V E R 0 IRE. C T t v E 
Fnw THAT LAYER ("IN!.Y. A MAxT"'IUM OF FOU~ LAVERS ARE PERMITTEO. 
IINL.E:SS A ~(')ND ARF:AI<Eh! LAVE.R IS TO fiE IISfr> (SEE ('lVfHLAV DlroECTIVEl 
Hi W H r r: H C A ~ EON L Y T H R E ( E X I ~ TIN G L A V E: H 5 A ~ E: A L U) w EO. 1FT H E 
THICKNfSS OF THf SIJI1GRADE LAYER IS INPIIT AS ZFRC', THEN IT 15 
ASSU~E~ TO ~F Sf~I-I~Fl~IT~. OTHFH~IS~ THE PROGRAM wILL SIMULATE 
Tf1F PPF:SfNCF. nF PFIHHJCK 4T THE' INf'TCATlll ["lEPTH f~E:.LOW THE TOP OF 
THF. SUF GH AI')E wl-'E ", PF f,/FOR~Hi(; DEFLFC T I n~ C ALeUl AT r rHJ5. 

FIELD D~F1NtTTONSI 

IVL = LAVFR tlt,MpF;R. LAYERS AR€ NUt-'RERfl1 FRnM THE' TOP DOWN. 
III < I Vl < 5 
(NO DEFAULl VALUEl 

vj\\'(1) = MOf)IJII)S OF r.~L.ASTrCITV H.lR LAV~R MATERIAL IN PSI. 
(NO ilfFAlJLT VAUlf) 

V A L nn = L A V f t:( T HI C IOJ E 5 S r N 1 N t ~j E S (l E H 0 ! F PI FIN I T F) • 
r ~! 11 (I ~ F A (lL T v A L U F \ ' N L f S S S U "G R A 0 E ) 

V A L (3) = P (1 J S q iJtJ I ~ RAT 1 n F n R l A V I.: R MAT f Ii! U L • 
(f' ~ F A II LTV A L U F fl A S f D (1 N ,., A T t R I A lTV P E ) 

JTVPEfl) = MATE~IAL TvP~ AS FOLlO~51 
~AC ~ ~ ASPHALTIC tG~CRETE, 
_Ck(P; • CONTINUOUSlV ~~lNFORCfD CONCRET~ PAVEME~T, 
~l;RAN~ - (iIHNIJLAR RASE MATERIAL, 
~JCP - • JnJNTEP CONCRFTE PAVEMENT, 
~STAb~ - STARALIZEO BAS~ MATfRIAL. 
;eSIIHGit • SlHH~RAnl:: I AYF,:k. 
(~UST HE JCP OR CRCP IF TOP LAVER) 

JTYPF(21 = RIGln HASE J~TFNFACf TVPf (REQUIRED IF RIGID BASE 
REJlUESTE(1) I 
~FF ~ - FULl FRICTION piTERfAC'E, 
_N~ ~. NO FRICTION rNTERFAC~. 

niCJ D F f" A tJ LTv A L U E ) 
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lllADS .... -
THJS nlRECTIV~ n~sCPIAES T~f 

~q::ASUwIN" IH:IJJrE ·.l11 4 RESPFrT TO 
~FASU~~MfNTS, X = ~.~, V = 0.~. 
THEN n~F Ovr-'AFLH'T IS ASSlJMED TO 
I}FVJCc; (SEt DEFLECT f1IFHCTIVf). 

LnAD Gf(JMlT~Y nF THE DEFLECTION 
THF LOCATIO~ nF THF DEFLECTION 
IF THIS nIRECTtVE IS LEFT OUT, 
BE THf DFFLECTlnN MEASURING 

Ff..'["l,", nNE HI nlllr liN I FC]f.HI CIRCLlLHI LOADS MAY 81::' MOnELED I-.ITM 
THIS nrRE[TIV~. A SINGLE LflAD FORCE AND PRESSURE ARE INPUT FOR 
ALL nF THE LnAns. AN EXTRA CARD M0ST BE PROVID~D IMMEDIATELY 
AFTER '.lt5 ntRFcTIVF, SPECIFYlNG TH~ LOCATIONS nF EACH OF THE 
LflADS AS P,AI~S OF x MID Y r.(1f]RPt"IAn·S (TN 8FH1,0 FORMAT). 

FIELn DEFTNITIONS: 

IVI = NII"*AER nF LOADS H~ < IVL < '5). 
VA\.. Cl) = f'lf.FL~CTION L(1Afl FORCE IN P{lUN()S. 
VAt (~) = f'FFLFCTTnN LnAf) PRF.SSU~E IN PSt, 

tJVEHLAY -._---. 
T,.. IS n t R F C T I v ~~ I) F r I rJ EST H f. T Y P ~_ n r 0 v E R LAY TO BE' B U I LT. 

!'jITH IT THE r'lESJ£'r'r.R ~PECIFlfS THF' MAleRIAL Tn Bf USfl), ITS 
~~np~RTrFS, AND TWE PPESENCF OR ARSENCE Of A Rn~D ~REAKER 
1 AVER. IT Pi IMj)OI(TA~n TO NnTE THAT Tlo4f l"'CLIISTtlN OF A BONI) 
R REA I( F R L 1\ Y E R (II t h THE ;i IJ N H f);II! (l P T I mn RED II C EST H f r"'1 A X t MUM 
,,,UMRER of EXTSTHlf,; PAl/fMtNT LAYERS FfH1M FnUR Ttl THR~E. Ar~ 

nVERLAY DIRECTIVE IS HEQU!RFO ~OR THE FIRST PR08LfM OF EVf~V 

RUN .. 

FIELD (H:.FINITJONS: 

V A L r t) = t.I n D II 1 . .11 5 n F U v f R LAY MAT f R r A L I '" P S J • 
(Nfl DEFAIJLT VAI.,Un 

YALt?) :: POISSON/S RAT!r Fo~ ovE~LAV MATERIAL. 
(f")FFAULT VALlIF ,USEI') ON MATERIAl. TYPE) 

VALCO :: CONC~'r.:TE FI.E.)(URAL STRUJGlH FOR pre OVERLAV, IN PSI. 
( 0 E" r: A1H. T :: b q 11 .. ~ ) 

ITyPE(t) :: MAT~~rAL TYPE AS FOLLO~St 

lUC,:t .. ASPHAl TIC CONrRETE nVERLAY, 
;tCk~p~ • CO~TINUOIJSLV R~r~FORCED CONCRETE PAVEMENT, 
;tJCP~ .. JOINTED CONCIoH:. TE PAIJEf!4Ft-IT, 

JTyPF(2) = ~o~n ijWEAK~R CONOITION AS FOLLnwSI 
= A I. 1\ II( /( I F 1\ r (1 v E ~ l. A Y , 
= .~n~rt IF ~O~nEO pn~TLA~D CEME~T OVERLAY, 
= ~ II N IJ n Ii r F II ~J RON I) E 0 pee 0 v f R L 1\ Y , 

(RUNn 8REAKER LAYER wILL ~E USED) 
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PAVEMEr-,T 
•••••••• 

T~IS DIRECTIvE r~SCRr8E~ TME cnNDJTrU~ OF THE EXISTING 
PAVE~f~T. IT TS ~EnuTRED ~nR THE FIRST PROBLfM OF EVERY RUN, 
NOTE ft-lAT LAVER DTRECtIVES ARE ALSO foIE[WIRED FO~ E,4CH LAYER 
I NCL un T ~JG THF TOP ')Nf, 

FtFLD ~EfTNTTlnN51 

T v I.. = N I J ~ 13 F: R n P L A VF R S 1 N E l( 1ST I N G P A V E Pol E N T I) 0 W N TO AND 
INC L U D t f,1 G THE S II j:H~ R A I) F , A T LEA S TON E AND NOT M Cl R E 
HU rJ F 0 U ~ LAY ERR "1 A V Fs ESP Eel FIE [) ( T H R EEl FRO N D 
AREAK~~ LAYfR SPECIFlfD ON OWEHlAV DIRECTIVE), 
(Nn nEFAUL'T VALUfl 

VAlet) : NUM~EH OF 18 ~IP fGllTVALENT SINGLE AXLE ~HEEL LOADS 
APPLIFI' TO DATF (PUNCHED IIIITH OECI/04AL POINT), 
CDFFAlJl.T IS t,l 

VAt (2l :: C(JNC~!:::lF FLExURAL STRENGTH FOR EXISTING PAVEMEfIoT, 
IN PSI. 
(DEFAULT IS bq~.0) 

ITVPE : A-CHARArTfR FJFLO SPECIF¥ING PAVEM~NT CONDITION, 
ALA~~ - ~o CRACKr~G PH YOIDS PRESENT. 
-V0Jn ~. VOIDS PHE5ENT AUT ~o CRAC~ING, 
_TYPE 1,2~ • TVPE t OR 2 CR.CKING PRESENT, 
~vOI~ \,2t, • T¥P~ 1 OR ? CRACKING wITH VOIDS PRESENT, 
_TYPE 1,~. - TVPE 3 OR 4 C~ACKJNG PRESENT. 
t, M E C H H K I'. __ - F A V E MEr-.. T jlj r L L REM E C H A 1'1 I CAL L v R R 0 KEN 

P~IOR Tn UV~RLAV. 

PROBLEI'1 _.-- ... 
THIS nIRECTIV~ SIGNALS THE HEGI~NING IF A GROUP OF DIRECTIVES 

THAT OFSC~tAE A SHIGLE p~(Hnf_M FOR wHICI-' SOLUTIONS OF ALLOWABLE 
TRAFFIC AS A FUNCTlr~ OF nVfRLAV THTCK~ESS ARF DESIREn. IT 
PERM~lS THE" USER Tn SP~r:IFY A TITLf Af\JD A PROEHF:M NlJMAfR wHICH 
ItjILL APPEAR hi THF P~INTED f1IjTPlIT AND CAN RE USED TO IOENTIFv 
THF R~SULTS, IF A NnN-l~~O [1IGIT hPPFARS ANY~HERF AETwEEN 
cnLU~NS 11 ANI) ?(!1 qF THIS flTRECTIVf, THEN AN ~H'·CHA'HCTER TITLE 
tS REAn F~OM AN fXTWA CA~D wHICH I~~EnIATELV FOlLO~S THE PROBLEM 
nIRECTTVE. T~tS TtTLF: wtlL RF~AIN IN EFFECT UNTIL ANOTI-IER IS 
PROVII!fD. 

F t f L D I) E' FIN t T t 0 ~ J S t 

I~L = PRORLE~ NU~~E~ (IVL c 10~', 
(DEFAUI.T TS 1 IF FIRST PRORLEM, PREvIOUS PROtjLE~ !\lUMBER 

P L IJ 5 m,: E (I THE RII; T S E , 
V A I .. r 1 1 : ~ T F t-J 0 TIT LEe A R n , 

> ~ TF TITLE CA~~ FOLLOIIIS, 
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TIHFFIC ._._.-. 
T H T S D t R E C T I v F t 5 r~ F v E R P E Q I J 110( F 0 • l' P R n V r DES li P T 0 5 

[) F S I G N T ~ A F FIe V A I. U r S, F 0 tl w H Tel-< (1 V F: ~ L A V T HIe K ~I e:. 5 S E S ARE 
n ~ T A I N E ["I ~ V I N T f I-' P 0 \..\1 InN p. T H 1 c: I< N E S R AS A FUN C Tl £1 N OF LOG ( PRE -
r)JCTFI') APPLJCATtOrJS TI1 FArllJ~f). r;ONSERVATIVf. nVF.kLAv THICK-
NF"SSfS ARE CA[r.IIl,ATEO IF THF SPECIFHD r:ATIGlJf LIFE: IS LE"SS THAI\' 
T HAT F n w T H F. R E C 0 ,>1 M F NnE D 10\ T N 1 ~ u ~. 0 v E ~ LAY T 1-\ I C K N F 5 S • 

AN EXTRA CARD !'AUST St PIHWIDFD l~MEDIATE:LV AFTER THIS 
nIRECTIVf, SPECIFVING THE nFSIG~ TWAFFIC VALUES IN SF10.0 FOR~AT. 

FTELr'l i1EFTI\jTTln~jS: 

I V I : ~!lJ M R r: ~ u F r ~ !i I G N T R A f' FtC V A L U E S ( L E SST H A '" 0 R E Gl U A L TO 5 1 
( D E F A 1Jl.. T: 0) 





RPOD2 

FIXED ORDER INPUT GUIDES 





Appendix C. RPOD2 FIXED ORDER INPUT GUIDES 

Card Type 1: Ne P b1 C d w ro em ar 

1.1 Directive 

1.2 Problem Num 

1.3 Title Card 
If this val 

ber 

Switch 
ue is greater than zero, 

the entire 80 columns of the fol-
lowing card will be read as a 
title card. 

P R 0 

1 2 3 

11 12 13 14 15 
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I:![ B L 

4 5 

9 10 

• 
16 17 18 19 20 

Card Type 2: Title Card ~ ~ 
(Any combination of 1ette-r-s--a-n-d-I-------~[i]~ _______________________ ~~~0 
or numbers). 
Note: this card only if 

greater than zero. 

Card Type 3: Existing Pavement Card 

3.1 Directive 

3.2 Number of layers in existing 
pavement structure. 
This must include the subgrade. 
At least one and not more than 
four layers may be specified. 
If a bondbreaker is used only three 
layers may be specified here. This 
value also designates how many of 
Card Type 4 (Layer Cards) are to 
be expected. 

1 

3.3 Number of 18-kip equivalent single 
axle wheel loads app lied to da t e . ----+1-1-+1-2-+-1-3-1-1-4+-1-5+1-6-+-1-7-1-1-8 
This value must be non-zero; there
fore, default value = 1. 

3.4 Existing pavement concrete flexural I I I I I· I 
strength, psi -------+-2-1-+-22--f-2-3+-2-4+---1Z5 
Default value = 690 psi . . . _ _ . 
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3.5 Existing pavement condition 
(any combination of letters and/ 
or numbers). 
Blank - No cracking or voids present 
"VOID" - Voids present, but no cracking 
"TYPE 1,2" - Type 1 or 2 cracking present 
"VOID 1,2" - Type 1 or 2 cracking with voids 

present 
"TYPE 3,4" - Type 3 or 4 cracking present 
"MECH BKN" - Pavement will be mechanically 

broken prior to overlay. 

Card Type 4: Layer Card 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 

This card defines the properties of the existing pavement and is 

required for each layer, down to and including the subgrade. The layers 

are numbered from the top down and a maximum of four layers is permitted 

unless a bondbreaker is specified, in which case only three layers are 

permitted. If the thickness of the subgrade is zero, the program will 

assume it semi-infinite. If the thickness of the subgrade is not zero, the 

program will assume the presence of bedrock beneath the subgrade layer when 

performing deflection ca1cu1ation&. The variable definitions are; 

4.1 Directive 

4.2 Layer Number 
(right justify) 

4.3 Elastic modulus of layer in 4.2, 
psi. Note: If card type 7 is 
provided, the subgrade requires 
only an approximate value to start 
iteration. 

4.4 Thickness of layer in 4.2, inches 

4.5 Material type of layer in 4.2 
(any combination of letters and/ 
or numbers) 
"AC" - asphaltic concrete, 
"CRCP" - continuously reinforced 

concrete pavement, 
"GRAN" - granular base material, 
"JCP" - jointed concrete pavement, 
"STABn 

- stabilized base material, 
"SUBG" - sub grade layer. 
(top layer must be either JCP or CRCP) 

11 12 13 14 

• 
24 25 



4.6 Rigid base interface type 
(required if rigid base is required) 
"FF" - full friction interface 
"NF" - no friction interface 

(no default value) 
Note: A fixed value for Poisson's 

ratio for a specific material 
type is being used. For more 
information on the values being 
used as well as how to use other 
values, see the supplement to 
this guide. 

Card Type 5: Lab Data Designation Card 
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This card is required if the load under which the deflection measure

ments are taken differs significantly from the 18 kip equivalent axle load. 

Laboratory tests must be made to determine elastic modulus as a function of 

deviator stress for the subgrade. 

As an alternative this function can be expressed as the slope of the 

log resilient modulus versus log deviator stress relationship, which might 

be determined by approximate ways discussed in Appendix 4. 

5.1 Directive 

5.2 Number of pairs of lab data points 
(right justify) 
Lab data required are elastic modulus 
versus corresponding deviator stress. 
A minimum of two points and a maxi-
mum of ten may be specified. 
If this value is provided, car~ Type 
6 must follow this card. If 1 is 
entered in this field, 5.3 must be 
proyided. 

5.3 Slope of the log resilient modulus 

'-'--T--'-'-~--'-'-~ 
LAB 

1 2 3 4 

• 
versus log deviator stress line. ----~~1-1~1-2~1-3~1-4~1-5~1-6~1--7 
This program can handle only negative 
values for this slope. Zero slopes 
must be input as a slight negative 

19 20 

value, say -0.0001. In this case, the 
number of pairs of lab data points 
(5.2) must be 1. 
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Card Type 6: Lab Data Card 

If 5.2 is not zero or one, this card type must be provided to designate 

the value of elastic modulus versus deviator stress for each lab data point 

(read in consecutive 10-column fields, four pairs of values per card). A 

minimum of ten sets of data are to be provided I 

6.1 Elast~c modulus for data point 1, --------+·--t--t--4�--4�--~I---t--t--t--t-·~1 
p S1 L........J....-l . 2 L-.....l...--3 4 L-....I.....-5 6 L--...l.....-7 8 L..........L...9 10 

6.2 Deviator stress for data point 1, I I I I I I I I I I ' 
et c ~Si -----+-n+-12-+-13-+-l-+-4 1---+-5 1-+6 ---4:7 ~18 1--19 -1--20 

Card Type 7: Design Deflection Card 

This card designates the magnitude of the design deflection. The 

deflection load is assumed to be the Dynaflect load. If deflections other 

than Dynaflect deflections are to be used, see the supplement to this input 

guide. 

7.1 Directive 

7.2 Design deflection, inches 
This value should be representative 
of the more distressed portion of 
the particular pavement section, 
hence a minimum confidence level of 
90 percent is recommended. Interior 
deflections are to be used in this 
procedure. If Card Type 7 is not 
provided, the value of the subgrade 
modulus (read from a Card Type 4) 
will be used in the calculations. 

Card Type 8: Corner to Interior Stress Ratio Card 

This card is not required. It is used with JC existing pavements, and 

provides a measured ratio of corner deflection to interior deflection for 

a given pavement section. This ratio is used to obtain the stress adjust

ment factor for the determination of remaining life and, for JCP overlays, 

of estimated overlay life. The default value of the stress adjustment 

factor is 1. 5. 

8.1 Directive 



8.2 Ratio of the deflection measured 
at a corner (of a JC existing 
pavement) to that measured at an ________ -+ __ ~_ 
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• 
interior point 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Card Type 9: Overlay Card 

This card defines the type of overlay to be used. With it, the designer 

specifies the material type and properties of the overlay and also the 

presence or absence of a bondbreaker layer. 

9.1 Directive 

9.2 Modulus of overlay, psi ------------------t--41--41--41--41--~I~-r--r--t--t-._' 111213 14 15 1617 18 19 20 

9.3 Overlay concrete flexural strength, 
psi 
Default value 690 psi 
Leave blank if AC overlay. 

9.4 Overlay material type as follows: 
"AC" - asphaltic concrete overlay 
"CRCP" - continuously reinforced 

concrete overlay 
"JCP" - jointed concrete overlay 

9.5 Bonding condition as follows: 
Blank - AC overlay 
"BOND" - bonded PCC overlay 
"UNBD" - unbonded PCC overlay 
(If bondbreaker will be used, reduce 
the maximum allowable number of 
layers in existing pavement from 
four to three.) 

A fixed value for Poisson's 
ratio for a specific material 
type is being used. For more 
information on the values 
being used as well as how 
to use other values, see the 
supplement to this guide. 

Card Type 10: Bondbreaker Card 

[261271281291:01 

This card is never required. If it does not appear, default values 

for the bondbreaker layer will be used. Default values will be supplied 

for any field on the directive which is left blank. 

A bondbreaker will be used only if specified through 11.5 or for PCC 

overlays on pavements without remaining life. 
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10.1 Directive I: I ~ I: :1 
B I ~ 1:1 5 6 

111112113114115 16117 181191 :01 
10,2 Modulus of bondbreaker, psi 

Default value: 100,000 psi ------------~_1--+-_1--~_+--4__+--4__4~ 

10.3 Thickness of bondbreaker, inches 
Default value: 1.0 inch 
A default value of 0.3 is being 
used for Poisson's ratio of bond-
breaker. For information on how 
to use other values see the sup-
plement to this guide. 

Card Type 11: Traffic Designation Card 

21122 ;31241251 

This directive is never required. It provides up to five design 

traffic values, for which overlay thicknesses are obtained by interpolation 

from the overlay thickness versus pavement life curve calculated by the 

program. 

This card designates the number of design traffic values to be read 

and used for interpolation. 

If this card is used, it must be followed by Card Type 14. 

11.1 Directive I: 1 ~ 1 :1 : 1:1 ~ 1 ~I 81 
11.2 Number of design traffic values 

(right justify) 

Card Type 12: Traffic Card 

This card designates the magnitudes of design traffic values specified 

in 13.2. • 
12.1 Traffic i 

~ N C'1 ...j" l1"\ '" r-- co 0'\ a 
+ + + + + + 

~ 

+ + + + 
""' 

,...... 
""' , ...... ,...... ,...... ,...... 

""' 
,...... ,...... 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I I I I I I I I I I 

'M 'M 'M 'M 'M 'M 'M 'M 'ri 'M 
'-" '-" '-" '-" '-" '-" '-" '-" '-" '-" a a a a a a a a a a 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Card Type 13: End 

This card informs the program that no more problems are to be executed 

in this run. Every input deck must contain one of this type of cards at 

the end of the data, even if only one problem is to 

13.1 Directive 

Note: More than one problem may be 
solved in a simple execution 
of the program. Each problem 
is prefaced with a "PROBLEM" 
directive. All relevant infor
mation must be supplied for the 
first problem of a run as 
explained above. Subsequent 
problems in the same run need 
only specify directives which 
are changed. All other values 
will be retained from the preceding 
problem, with the exception of 
the corner directive, which 
applies only to the current 
problem. All data on a single 
directive must be supplied, 
however, even if only one 
number is being changed. 

be analyzed. 
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113. End Card 

112. Traffic Card 

Ill. Traffic Designation Card 

110. Bondbreaker Card 

19. Overlay Card 

I 8. Corner to Interior Stress Ratio Card 

I 7. Design Deflection Card 

6. Lab Data Card (n) 

16. Lab Data Card (1) 

I 5. Lab Data Designation Card 

4. Layer Card 
• • 

II 4. L~lyer Card 
I 

I 3. Existing Pavement Card 

f. Title Card 

1. New Problem Card 

Fig C.1. Assembly of RPOD2 data 
General Input Guide 

I--

-

I-

-
-

-
-



SUPPLEMENT TO RPOD2 GENERAL INPUT GUIDE 

The purpose of this supplement is to enable the user to change the 

following "fixed" variables: 

(1) Poisson's ratio of existing pavement layers, 

( 2) Poisson's ratio of overlay, 

(3) Poisson's ratio of bondbreaker layer. and 

(4) Deflection loads to other than Dynaflect loads. 
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The following values are used for Poisson's ratio in the RPOD2 program 

if the general input guide is used: 

portland cement concrete 

asphaltic concrete 

stabilized subbases 

granular subbases 

sub grade 

Poisson's Ratio of Existing Pavement Layers 

0.15 

0.30 

0.20 

0.40 

0.45 

Poisson's ratio values of existing pavement layers can be specified 

on Card Type 4 if values other than the fixed values are desired,as follows: 

Poisson's ratio for layer in 4.2 / /./ / / I 
2627282930 

Poisson's Ratio of Overlay 

The value of Poisson's ratio of overlay can be specified on Card Type 9 

if another value than the fixed value is desired, as follows: 

Poisson's ratio for overlay 

Poisson's Ratio of Overlay 

The value of Poisson's ratio of the bondbreaker can be specified on 

Card Type 10 if another value than the fixed value is desired as follows: 

Poisson's ratio for bondbreaker layer--------------------~I--t-·~I--~Ir--~~I 
2627282930 
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Deflection Loads 

Dynaflect load magnitude, pressure, and load geometry are automatically 

fixed in RPOD2 if the general input guide is used. 

It is, however, possible to use any other deflection measuring device 

and to input the load magnitudes, load pressure, and load geometry. 

Card Type 7a: Deflection Load Magnitude Card 

This card describes the load magnitude of the deflection measuring 

device. If this card is not provided, Dynaflect loads will be assumed. 

From one to four circular loads of equal magnitude may be specified. 

7 a. 1 Directive [ill \ : \ : \ : \6\7\8\ 
7a.2 Load magnitude, pounds __________________ ~~~ • 

11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

7a.3 Load pressure, psi 

Card Type 7b: Deflection Load Geometry Card 

If card 8 is provided it must be followed by this card type. To 

describe the load geometry, it is necessary to select a cartesian coordinate 

system, in such a way that the locations of the deflection measurements are 

centered at the origin. The load geometry is described by determining x 

and y coordinates for each load. 

7b.l x - coordinate for load 1 • 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

7b.2 y - coordinate for load 1 I • 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

10 

20 



7b.7 x - coordinate for load 4 

7b.8 y - coordinate for load 4 

Figure C.2 indicates the assembly of the RPOD2 input guide if other 

loads than Dynaflect loads are used. 
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I 13. End Card 

I 12. Traffic Card 

I 11. Traffic Designation Card 

110. Bondbreaker Card 

19. Overlay Card 

I 8. Corner to Interior Stress Ratio Card 

1 7b. Deflection Load Geometry Card 

I 7a. Deflection Load Magnitude Card 

I 7. Design Deflection Card 

6. Lab Data Card (n) 

16. Lab Data Card (1) 

I 5. Lab Data Designation Card 

4. Layer Card (n) 
• • r. Layer Card (1) 

13. Existing Pavement Card 

I 2. Title Card 

1. New Problem Card 

Fig C.3. Assembly of RPOD2 data 
Special Input Guide 

-

-

I-

-

~ 



APPENDIX D 

CONDITION SURVEY RATING FOlU1S 





Title 

CRCP 

CRCP 

CRCP 

CRCP 

JRCP 

ACP Overlay 

ACP Overlay 

ACP Overlay 

ACP Overlay 

LIST OF CONDITION SURVEY FORMS 

Condition Survey Rating Form 

Condition Survey Summary Forms 

Condition Survey Rating Form for Small Sections 

Condition Survey Summary Form for Small Sections 

Condition Survey Rating Form 

Condition Survey Rating Form 

Condition Survey Summary Form 

Condition Ride Quality Survey Rating Form 

Condition Roughness Survey Summary Form 

Page 

138 

139 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

135 
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ACP OV~RLAV CONDITION SURVEY ......•.•....•••...•.... ~ ... 
!XPERIMENT CO~SIDERING OVER~'V THICKNESS, PERCINT STEEL, AND 

CONCRET! P~'CEMENT TEMPERATUR! 

*.*************.**.*******.*** •• *.** •• * •• *.* ••• * ••••• * ••••••• **** •• *. 
DISTI 17 C'MR NOI 1101 HIGHWAY' 1M 45 SeL COUNTVI WALKER 
SECT. 07 eONTROLt 015 JOB NOI 4 R!PORT DAT" '2/1~/1~ 
.***** •••• ** •• * •• * •••••••• *** •• **.***************** •• ** •• ***.*.** •• ** 

OVERLAY SEGMENT' • 

.***** •• *****.********.**** ••••••• *********.********.**************** 
FR, 002+23 Le:~GTHI 3196 'T THtCI(H!SS, 2~~ IN ,.,.ANS! nnN' NO 
TO. !&1+21 PERCENT STEELI ,. PLACEMENT T!MP!I" TUIlt!' .,,, ': 

SURvEve • OCT 14 OCT ,. AltR " "R U 

R!'L,CRKS/NO,PER MIl 01 0.' 11 1~4 lei lJ" 111 u~ , 
PATCHES INO,PER MIl 11 '.7 01 0,11 21 2'8 JI .,2 
'AlLURES INO.'ER MIl 21 2.8 21 2,e QI !'. 4/ !,. . 
LOSI of BONO 'AlLURES, e e , I 
MEAN RUT DEPTH (IN), 0,0' ,01 .1118 ~ t 2 

COMM!NTSI NO OVL 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SURVIVS (CONT~) • 

R!'L.CRKa/NO.PER MIl 
PATeH!S INO.PER MIt 
FAILUR!S INO.PER MIl 
LOS. 0' BONO 'AILURESt 
M!AN RUT DEPTH fIN), 

MAV 81 

131 U.l 
01 S.' 
51 ',e 

t 
,U 

COMMENTS. 
**********************.**.***********.******************************* 

FRt 564.27 LENGTH, 8U1 'T THICKNESS I z~s IN TIANStTIONt NO 
TOI 483+ 0 .. ERCENT ST!!LI •• pLACEMENT T!M'!liIA T"RU ~,e , ~ 

SURVEYS • OCT 14 OCT ,. ApR ,. 
RE'L.CRkS/NO.PER MIl 01 1.1 21 1,J 111 ", 
PATCHES INO.PER MIl 281 U.2 01 I,e II I'. 
'AlLURES INO.PER MIl l51 111.2 ,/ I.e JI 1~' 
LOSS OF BONO 'AlLURES' , 0 e 
MEAN RUT OE,TH (IN), ";11 ,11 ~PI' 
COMMENTSI NO OVL 

********************************.****.***********.**********.*.****** 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CONr>1TInN SU~VEY nF S"'ALL S!'CTlON ALONG TH-U NEAR CnLflMAUa 
Tn CWEC~ ON TwE ~F'~CTlvE~ES8 0' AN fnGE DH'[~ • ....• ---... -.••.•...•..•. -.. -...... -... -.•.. -.•..• -~ .. w· .••••• ·•· •• •• 

DISTI 
seCT • 

13 CFH~ Nn. 
1 CONTROL. 

11~3 HIGHWAY, 1~_10~R 

27\ JOB NO. 1 
COUNTva COLORADO 

REPORT DAT~I 18 JUN eo .•... _-_ ........ -......•.....•.••.......... --..... --.-.•...•.•.•.•..• 
OVERLAV SEGMENTS -

~*****.******.*******************.**************.*****.*.************ 
FRa 0+~~ LENGTH. 1040 FT THICKNESSI WIT IN TRlNsrTIONI 
TO, b.0~ PERCENT STEgLI~ DRl PLACEMENT TfMP£~.TUREI IN F~ 

ROUGHNESS INDICES • 

S) (4.\1:11 FT)I 
st f 10-25 FT,. 
81 (2~·50 FTl. 
St (C;~·10~ ,,,. 
StYt 
MRM UN/MtLFlI 

1.~PJ 
1600.08 

.~.A0 

.0.00 

.~. 0~" 

.0.00 

I."" 
1ct"0.I" 

.0.00 
-",00 
.. 0.90 
-"'.00 

~~IIJ'" 
3'0"',m~ 
]~fII.OIt1 
_A,e, 
.0.()IJ~ 

.A:0P 

COMMENTS, 
***-********-***********************.****.**************.* •• ********* 
FRS 6.~0 LENGTHI tA40 FT THtCKMflSI W/O IN TR'~SlTTONI 
TOI 12.~P ~E~C~NT 9T~EL' nkA PL1CEMFNT TEMp,qlTU~!t fN F. 

Rour,HNEes IND1Cr.S • JAN.?! M'R.77 JIJ"'I: ,ea 

81 (LI·t0 FTH 1.00 1.00 1;"'", 
Sf (10-25 F1), 1500.00 110.,.0", l7~".QI!f" 

&1 (e!~ .. r;0 F1\ I .0.00 .V'.C4~ 29V1~J,,4~ 
Sl (5",.1",o FTU .0.00 _0.1110 .. 111,1'111\ 

StY, -11I.~0 .0.1/10 .111, [~~ 
HAM t I N/MY Ln I -"'.fIIl' .QJ.0~ -0I.0Q\ 

COMMENTS. 1 
************-***************************************.*.*.*.***.*.* ••• 
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